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Black Holes: Thermodynamics,
Information, and Firewalls

Abstract Black holes have presented us with some of the most baffling paradoxes
in physics. From their original conception as dark stars, they have come to be
understood as physical systems with their own thermodynamic behaviour. This same
behaviour leads to paradoxical conflicts between some of the basic principles of
physics whose resolution is not straightforward and that suggest a new structure—
known as a firewall—may be present. I shall review the origins and interconnections
between black hole thermodynamics, quantum fields in curved spacetime, the
information paradox, and firewalls.

1 Introduction

Black Holes have presented us with paradoxical situations ever since their con-
ceptualization in 1783 by the Reverend Michell [1]. Originally seeking a means for
determining stellar masses by measuring the reduction in the speed of corpuscular
light due to a given star’s gravitational pull, Michell reasoned that the maximal
effect measurable would be limited by the escape velocity from the star. This would
have to be the speed of light, at that time most recently measured by Bradley to be
301,000 km/s [2]. Any star more massive than this upper bound (500 times the
mass of the sun assuming the same average density) would not permit light to
escape from its surface. While no theoretical constraints for objects having speeds
greater than c were known at the time, there were no empirical measurements
indicating such objects existed either. Paradoxically, such stars would be dark stars,
invisible to an outside observer, though they could be indirectly inferred from their
gravitational influence on nearby luminous objects. The relationship between their
mass and radius is given by the same relativistic value R ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2GM=c2

p
for

Schwarzschild black holes. Ironically, the method fails because light moves through
space at constant speed regardless of the local strength of gravity.
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It would take nearly two centuries before the paradoxes associated with dark
stars—now referred to as black holes—would dawn upon the physics community at
large. Their inexorable gravitational chokehold on matter turns from puzzle to
paradox once the information content of the matter is taken into account. At this
point in time there is no consistent understanding of how quantum physics allows
information to either be retained in or escape from a black hole.

The purpose of this book is to present the historical and conceptual origins of
this problem, making connections with the latest research in the subject. Beginning
with the notion of a black hole in Sect. 2, I will review the laws of black hole
mechanics and their relationship with the laws of thermodynamics in Sect. 3. These
laws in turn depend upon our understanding of quantum field theory in curved
space-time (discussed in Sect. 4) and of pair creation (Sect. 5). From this emerges
our basic understanding of black hole radiation (Sect. 6). This confluence of ideas
led to what became known as the information paradox: the puzzle of how a ther-
mally radiating black hole can be consistent with the unitary evolution quantum
physics requires, discussed in Sect. 7. It was generally thought for a time that recent
conjectures about duality between gravitational physics and gauge theories
straightforwardly resolve the problem (at least in principle). However more detailed
study of the information paradox indicates that the resolution of this problem is not
at all straightforward, and that a new structure—known as a firewall—may be
present. This strange phenomenon is discussed in Sect. 8, along with responses to
this new perspective on black holes. An overview of the current situation is the
subject of the Sect. 9.

2 Black Holes

The physical notion of a black hole is essentially the same as that contemplated by
Michell: a region of space where the gravity is so strong that nothing can escape from
it. From a non-relativistic perspective this would imply that the escape velocity from
this kind of region is infinite. But we don’t need such a strong requirement. It is
enough for an object to be a black hole if nothing luminous can escape from it. This
will be the case if the escape velocity is greater than the speed of light c.

If the region is spherical, then a particle will be trapped in the region if its kinetic
energy is less than its gravitational potential energy

1
2
mv2 � GMm

r
\

1
2
mc2 � GMm

r
\0 ) r\

2GM
c2

� rh ð1Þ

and so if the mass M is concentrated within a region smaller than rh it will trap all
particles moving at subliminal speed—the object will be a black hole.

Relativistic considerations imply that this is a firm limit: the invariance of the
speed of light for all observers indicates that all matter travels at subliminal speed.
Hence (without taking quantum effects into account) a black hole will absorb all

2 Black Holes: Thermodynamics, Information, and Firewalls



matter and emit nothing. It is a perfect absorber, whose physical temperature is
zero. The earliest and best known example of a black hole is the Schwarzschild
solution

ds2 ¼ �c2 1� rh
r

� �
dt2 þ dr2

1� rh
r

þ r2dX2
2 ð2Þ

where dX2
2 ¼ dh2 þ ðsin hd/Þ2 is the standard line element on the sphere S2.

Curiously, the quantity rh plays the same limiting role as in Newtonian theory.
The metric appears to be singular (i.e. some components becoming infinite) at

both r ¼ rh and r ¼ 0, but the former singularity is due simply to a coordinate
choice. Writing

t ¼ t� r ¼ rh W exp
r�
rh

� 1
� �� �

þ 1
� �

ð3Þ

yields from (2)

ds2 ¼
W exp r�

rh
� 1

� �� �
W exp r�

rh
� 1

� �� �
þ 1

�dt2� þ dr2�
	 
þ r2h W exp

r�
rh

� 1
� �� �

þ 1
� �2

dX2
2

¼ �
W exp u�v

2rh
� 1

� �� �
W exp u�v

2rh
� 1

� �� �
þ 1

dudvþ r2h W exp
u� v
2rh

� 1
� �� �

þ 1
� �2

dX2
2

ð4Þ

where W is the Lambert-W function, defined via WðyÞ expðWðyÞÞ ¼ y and
ðu; vÞ ¼ ct� � r�. The horizon r ¼ rh is at r� ¼ �1. The space-time smoothly
continues through r ¼ rh.

A particle moving on a radial trajectory will have dh=ds ¼ d/=ds ¼ 0; if the par-
ticle moves at the speed of light (e.g. a photon) then ds2 ¼ 0. Hence from (4) it is easy
to see that ingoing (outgoing) radial light rays follow lines du=ds ¼ 0 ðdv=ds ¼ 0Þ or
u = constant (v = constant). The metric (2) can be extended across r ¼ rh along either
of these null lines. Writing ðu0; v0Þ ¼ ðexpðu=2rhÞ;� expð�v=2rhÞÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r=rh � 1

p
ðexpððr þ tÞ=2rhÞ;� expððr � tÞ=2rhÞÞ transforms (2) to

ds2 ¼ � 4r2he
� W � u0v0

eð Þð Þþ1½ �
W � u0v0

e

	 
	 
þ 1
du0dv0 þ r2h W � u0v0

e

� �� �
þ 1

� �2
dX2

2 ð5Þ

which are referred to as Kruskal coordinates. A plot of the function Wð�x=eÞ
indicates that it monotonically increases with increasing negative x and diverges at
x ¼ 1. Hence the metric is finite at u0v0 ¼ 0 (corresponding to r ¼ rh) but diverges
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at u0v0 ¼ �1 or r ¼ 0. The Kretschmann scalar RabcdRabcd diverges at this point and
so this is a genuine curvature singularity. All geodesics either meet this singularity
or else extend to infinite affine parameter—in this sense Kruskal coordinates are
maximal.

Figure 1 illustrates the nature of the Kruskal description of the Schwarzschild
solution (2). The outside of the black hole is generally regarded to be the region at
the right—this is the region described by the coordinates in (2). However the
coordinates (4) describe a much larger space-time, one that includes the entire
region bounded within the thick black lines at r ¼ 0. These thick lines denote the
curvature singularity. Kruskal coordinates (4) are maximal: all geodesics either
extend to infinite affine parameter without leaving this chart or meet the singularity
at r ¼ 0. The surface r ¼ rh maps to u0v0 ¼ 0 and is non-singular.

The chief advantage of the Kruskal diagram is that all light rays (or null rays) are
at �45�. This makes it easy to discern which regions of spacetime are in causal
contact with each other, since all massive particles must move on trajectories whose
slopes are steeper than 45�.

The causal structure is more easily shown in a Penrose diagram, which maps the
entire space-time to a finite region. For flat Minkowski space-time the metric
becomes

ds2 ¼ �c2dt2 þ dr2 þ r2dX2
2

¼ ðsec2 Xþ sec2 X�Þ dUdV þ tanXþ � tanX�
2 secXþ secX�

� �2

dX2
2

" #

¼ ðsec2 Xþ sec2 X�Þd~s2 ð6Þ

upon setting tanX� ¼ ct � r. Since light rays obey ds2 ¼ 0 ¼ d~s2 the causal
relations between various regions are preserved in going from ds2 to d~s2. The range

r=0

r=0

t = constant

r = constant

Fig. 1 Kruskal diagram: the
structure of the Schwarzschild
space-time in Kruskal
coordinates, with the event
horizon at r ¼ rh and the
singularity at r ¼ 0 indicated
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of X� is between � p
2, and the entire space-time is mapped into a finite region, as

shown at the top of Fig. 2.
More generally one maps a given spacetime manifold M with metric gab into a

subset of a manifold ~M with metric ~gab. The conformal relation between the metrics
is ~gab ¼ X2gab. The boundary of the image of M in ~M represents the ‘points at
infinity’ in the original spacetime.

Returning to the Schwarzschild metric, writing

tanU ¼ u0 tanV ¼ v0 ð7Þ

yields a metric conformal to (5) (and therefore also to (4)). The coordinates ðU;VÞ
have finite range, and one can map the diagram in Fig. 1 to that of the bottom
diagram in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Penrose diagram: the causal structure of Minkowski space-time (top) and Schwarzschild
space-time (bottom). The coordinates U and V are depicted as well

2 Black Holes 5



We see from Fig. 2 that in Minkowski space-time all future-directed light rays
can reach infinity Iþ (‘scri-plus’) whereas in Schwarzschild space-time any future-
directed light rays that cross r ¼ rh will encounter the singularity, and hence so will
all future-directed timeline curves. This is the idea of the trapped region a black
hole induces. To make this notion more precise, we need to define a region to which
particles are able to escape. From 2 this region should be the portion ‘near infinity’,
i.e. at Iþ. So a black hole region B, in mathematical terms, is defined as

B ¼ M� I
�ðIþÞ ð8Þ

where I�ðAÞ denotes the chronological past of a region A. Hence a black hole is that
part of space-time not in the past of the escape-region of light rays (not in the past of
Iþ or future null infinity).

The event horizon H of the black hole is the boundary of B. It is a null
hypersurface (generally assumed to be at least once-differentiable) composed of
future null geodesics without caustics that cannot be extended. In other words the
expansion of the null geodesics comprising the horizon cannot become negatively
infinite. In physical terms, it is the bounds the region of no-escape for both matter
and light.

2.1 Gravitational Collapse

The Schwarzschild black hole (2) is very instructive for understanding some basic
properties of black holes, but is physically unrealistic. Due to time-reversal sym-
metry, the singularity at r ¼ 0 in the future has a counterpart in the past, yielding a
‘white hole’ structure at the bottom of the Penrose diagram in Fig. 2. The white hole
W is defined as W ¼ M� I

þðI�Þ: it is the part of the manifold not in the future of
the distant past of a time-reversed escape region. Just as a black hole is a total
absorber, a white hole is a total emitter: nothing can enter it but anything can leave.
Such objects are presumably physically unrealistic—they certainly do not conform
to the more intuitive notion of a black hole being the result of the collapse of some
form of matter into an ultra-dense no-escape region.

In fact, there is a solution to Einstein’s equations describing such a collapsed
object: the Oppenheimer and Snyder solution [3]. This solution matched a col-
lapsing ball of dust (a form of stress-energy with density but no pressure) onto the
metric (2), yielding a space-time that modelled the collapse of a star into a black
hole. Since then many other collapse solutions have been obtained. The general
form of the Penrose diagrams for such spacetimes is given in Fig. 3. We see that the
left and bottom parts of the original space-time shown at the bottom of Fig. 2 are no
longer present. However the future event horizon remains. There is a point in time
at which the fluid collapses beyond which nothing can escape, even though the
singularity has yet to form. This is given by the intersection of the diagonal line

6 Black Holes: Thermodynamics, Information, and Firewalls



from iþ with the vertical line in Fig. 3. This is the kind of black hole relevant to
astrophysics. A depiction of the process in more familiar coordinates is given in
Fig. 4.

It is also relevant to considerations of black hole thermodynamics. The vacuum
solution (2) is applicable everywhere outside of the fluid. Since it has an event
horizon, the general properties of black hole radiation—and the conundrums they
introduce—that are deduced from (2) will also be present for the collapse solution
shown in Fig. 4.

2.2 Anti de Sitter Black Holes

An important class of solutions of particular relevance to string theory are solutions
in which the space-time is asymptotic to a space-time of constant negative curva-
ture. This latter space-time is known as anti de Sitter (AdS) spacetime, and is a
solution to the Einstein equations

r 
=

 0

Fig. 3 Fluid collapse: the
Penrose diagram of the
collapse of a ball of dust. The
boundary of the dust is given
by the curved line
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Rab � 1
2
gabR� Kgab ¼ Tab ð9Þ

with matter stress-energy tensor Tab ¼ 0 and cosmological constant K ¼ �ðD� 1Þ
ðD� 2Þ=2‘2\0 in D-dimensions. The most general vacuum metric in the static
spherically symmetric case is

Fig. 4 Gravitational collapse: gravitational collapse of matter shown in more familiar coordinates
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ds2 ¼ �c2
r2

‘2
þ k � r0

r

� �D�3
� �

dt2 þ dr2

r2
‘2
þ k � r0

r

	 
D�3 þ r2dX2
k ð10Þ

where dX2
k is the metric on a compact ðD� 2Þ-dimensional space Rk of constant

curvature with sign k. It can be written as

dX2
k ¼ dh2 þ sin2ð ffiffiffi

k
p

hÞ
k

dXD�3 ð11Þ

with k ¼ 1 being the ðD� 2Þ-sphere, k ¼ 0 being a torus, and k ¼ �1 being a
compact hyperbolic space [4, 5], where dXD�3 is the metric of a ðD� 2Þ-sphere.

The metric (10) describes what is called a Schwarzschild-AdS black hole, with
the constant of integration r0 given by

rD�3
0 ¼ 16pGM

ðD� 2ÞVðRkÞ ð12Þ

where M is the mass of the black hole and VðRkÞ is the volume of Rk (4p for a two-
dimensional sphere). When M ¼ 0 the metric (10) is that of anti de Sitter space-
time.

Light cone ðu; vÞ and Kruskal ðu0; v0Þ coordinates are defined by

u; v ¼ t � r� ¼ t �
Z

dr
r2
‘2
þ k � r0

r

	 
D�3 u0 ¼ eju v0 ¼ �e�jv ð13Þ

(where j is a constant whose significance will be discussed later), and repeating the
procedure for the Schwarzschild case yields the diagrams illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6.
There is no choice of conformal factor that allows both the asymptotic boundaries I
and the singularity at r ¼ 0 to be represented as straight lines [6], though it is
common in the literature to do so.

Note that asymptotic infinity is timelike in the Schwarzschild-AdS case. Phys-
ically this means that any massive object projected away from the black hole will
inevitably return to its starting point. The cosmological constant induces a confining
potential for any massive particle, as an analysis of the geodesic equation indicates.
Light rays, however, can reach r ¼ 1 in finite time. It is common to put reflecting
boundary conditions at r ¼ 1 so that light rays are ‘confined’ like massive objects.
The negative cosmological constant thus prevents radiation emitted by the black
hole from escaping to infinity, allowing the black hole to reach equilibrium with its
Hawking radiation, provided it is large enough. In this sense the eternal black hole
(10) described by Figs. 5 and 6 is more physically relevant than its asymptotically
flat counterpart in Fig. 2.
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3 Black Hole Thermodynamics

The first hints of a fundamental relationship between gravitation, thermodynamics,
and quantum theory came from studying black holes. For over 40 years a wealth of
evidence has been acquired indicating that the laws of black hole mechanics are

r = 0

r = 0

t = constant r =r =

r = constant

Fig. 5 Kruskal Diagram for Schwarzschild-AdS: the causal structure of the space-time described
by the Schwarzschild-AdS metric (10)

Fig. 6 Penrose diagram for Schwarzschild-AdS: Penrose diagrams for AdS (left) and
Schwarzschild-AdS (right) space times
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equivalent to the ordinary laws of thermodynamics applied to a system containing a
black hole. The subject inextricably blends both classical thermodynamics and
quantum physics, yielding deep insights into both the nature of quantum phe-
nomena occurring in strong gravitational fields and some of the most baffling
paradoxes in physics.

In what follows, for simplicity the constants G, c, and �h will be set equal to
unity; departures from this will be stated as appropriate.

3.1 Black Hole Mechanics

The first realization that black holes are thermodynamic systems came when
Bekenstein noted [7] that thermodynamic entropy was closely analogous to the area
of a black hole event horizon. Due to a theorem of Hawking [8], implying this area
never decreases (provided the energy of matter is positive and space-time is reg-
ular), Bekenstein proposed that black holes should indeed be assigned an entropy
that was proportional to the horizon area. Shortly afterward four laws of black hole
mechanics were formulated [9], recapitulating the area law (or 2nd law of ther-
modynamics), and adding three others. These were

0th Law Surface gravity (denoted by j) is constant over the event horizon
1st Law Differences in mass between nearby solutions are equal to differences in

area times the surface gravity plus additional work-type terms
2st Law The area of the event horizon never decreases in any physical process

provided the energy of matter is positive and space-time is regular
3rd Law No procedure can reduce the surface gravity to zero by a finite number

of steps

The analogy between surface gravity and temperature was noted, but a formal
equivalence had to await the inclusion of quantum effects. This relationship was
first explored by Hawking [10], who made use of the formalism developed by
Parker [11] for calculating particle production in curved spacetimes. This is foun-
dational in understanding both black hole radiation and the resultant paradoxes that
ensue, as we shall see.

The parallel with standard thermodynamics was therefore proposed to be

Energy E $ M Mass

Temperature T $ j
2p Surface Gravity

Entropy S $ A
4 Horizon Area

in units where G ¼ c ¼ �h ¼ kB ¼ 1, where on the left-hand side we see the basic
thermodynamic quantities of a physical system, and on the right their counterparts
in black hole physics. The first law of mechanics for black holes [9] reads
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dM ¼ j
8p

dAþ XdJ þ UdQ ð14Þ

where J and Q are respectively the angular momentum and charge of the black hole.
Their respective thermodynamic conjugates are the angular velocity X and the
electromagnetic potential U, both evaluated at the horizon. The XdJ and UdQ terms
are understood as thermodynamic work terms. Using the above identifications the
correspondence with thermodynamics would be appear to be straightforward:

dE ¼ TdSþ VdPþ work terms ð15Þ

provided one ignores the “pressure-volume” term. Pretty much all investigations
into black hole thermodynamics regarded this term as irrelevant. However recent
studies have suggested it might play an important role [12].

To see this, consider the application of the Hamiltonian formalism [13–15] to
derive the first law of black hole mechanics. Suppose one has a solution to Ein-
stein’s equations that describes a black hole with a Killing field. Solutions per-
turbatively close to this (background) solution, but which do not necessarily have
the same symmetries, can be obtained from solving the linearized equations. The
linearized constraint equations on a hypersurface can be expressed in the form of a
Gauss-type law [13] that relates a boundary integral at the horizon to a boundary
integral at infinity. Both the choice of hypersurface and the choice of Killing field
will determine the physical interpretation of this Gauss law relation. The first law of
black hole mechanics for asymptotically flat or anti de Sitter (AdS) black hole
spacetimes follows from taking the Killing vector la to be the generator of a Killing
horizon and choosing an appropriate spacelike hypersurface [14].

Denoting by R the foliation of spacetime by a family of hypersurfaces, the metric
can be written as

gab ¼ sab � nanb ð16Þ

where na is the unit timelike normal to the hypersurfaces, so that n � n ¼ �1. The
tensor sab is the induced metric on the hypersurfaces R and satisfies sabnb ¼ 0. In
the Hamiltonian formalism, it comprises half of the dynamical variables, the other
half being its canonically conjugate momentum pab ¼ � ffiffi

s
p ðKab � KsabÞ, where

Kab ¼ sacrcnb is the extrinsic curvature of R, with K ¼ Ka
a its trace. It is con-

venient to likewise define p ¼ paa and s ¼ saa.
Consider evolving the system along the vector field

na ¼ Nna þ Na ; ð17Þ

withN ¼ �n � n denoting the lapse function andNa the shift, which is tangential toR.
Contracting the Einstein tensor with the unit normal yields (in D space-time
dimensions)
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H � �2Gabn
anb ¼ �RðD�1Þ þ 1

jsj ð
p2

D� 2
� pabpabÞ ;

Hb � �2Gacn
ascb ¼ �2Daðjsj�

1
2pabÞ :

ð18Þ

and the full gravitational Hamiltonian is then given by H ¼ NH þ NaHa. The
quantity Da is the covariant derivative operator with respect to sab on R, and RðD�1Þ

its scalar curvature. Regarding the cosmological constant as a form of stress energy
implies 8pTa

b ¼ �Kgab, yielding

H ¼ �2K; Hb ¼ 0 ð19Þ

for the constraint equations.
Suppose gab is a solution to the field equations with Killing vector na. Writing

~gab ¼ gab þ dgab as a linear approximation to another solution, the corresponding
perturbations are given by hab ¼ dsab and pab ¼ dpab, where sab and pab can be
regarded as the initial data for the original (background) solution gab. The linearized
Hamiltonian and momentum constraints will be dH and dHa and the perturbed
solution is assumed to have cosmological constant ~K ¼ Kþ dK. It is straightfor-
ward to show [13–15] that

DaB
a ¼ NdH þ NadHa ¼ �2NdK ð20Þ

where

Ba½n� ¼ NðDah� Dbh
abÞ � hDaN þ habDbN þ 1ffiffiffiffiffijsjp Nbðpcdhcdsab � 2pachbc � 2pabÞ

ð21Þ

with the latter equality in (20) following from (19). Equation (20) is a Gauss’ law
relation with source proportional to NdK. Since N ¼ nana, with na a Killing vector,
this source itself may be written as a total derivative, yielding from (20) [16, 17]

DaðBa � 2dKxabnbÞ ¼ 0 ð22Þ

where N ¼ �DcðxcbnbÞ. The antisymmetric tensor xab satisfies

rcx
cb ¼ nb ð23Þ

and is referred to as the Killing potential.
Integrating (22) over a volume V̂ contained in R gives
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Z
@V̂out

dSrc Bc½n� � 2dKxcbnb
	 
 ¼ Z

@V̂in

dSrc Bc½n� � 2dKxcbnb
	 
 ð24Þ

where @V̂in;out are the respective inner and outer boundaries of V̂ . The unit normal
on each boundary is denoted as rc, where rc points into V̂ on the inner boundary and
out of V̂ on the outer boundary. These different boundary integrals have distinct
geometrical and physical interpretations.

The Killing potential is not unique; it is only defined up to a divergenceless term.
If xab solves raxab ¼ nb then so does x0

ab ¼ xab þ fab where rafab ¼ 0. If fab ¼
rcg½cab� (the square brackets denoting antisymmetry) then the value of (24) remains
unchanged. However if fab cannot be written this form, then the values of the
integrals on the outer and inner boundaries will change by equal and opposite
amounts. Consequently they cannot be given separate interpretations; only their
difference is meaningful. It is therefore useful to write xcb ¼ xcb � xcb

AdS þ xcb
AdS for

the @V̂out integral, where xab
AdS is the Killing potential of the background anti de

Sitter spacetime, givingZ
@V̂out

dSrc Bc½n� � 2dKxcb
AdSnb

	 
 ¼ Z
@V̂out

dSrc 2dKðxcb � xcb
AdSÞnb

	 


þ
Z

@V̂in

dSrc Bc½n� � 2dKxcbnb
	 
 ð25Þ

Setting the outer boundary at spatial infinity for asymptotically flat or AdS
spacetimes, the respective variations in the total massM and angular momentum J
of the space-time are defined as

16pdM ¼ �
Z
1

dSrc Bc½@=@t� � 2dKxcb
AdSnb

	 
 ð26Þ

16pdJ ¼
Z
1

dSrcBc½@=@u� ð27Þ

and are obtained by respectively setting na ¼ ð@=@tÞa (time translations) and na ¼
ð@=@uÞa (rotations). The xcb

AdS term renders dM finite [17]. Setting the inner
boundary to be the horizon gives

2jhdAh ¼ �
Z
h

dSrcBc½@=@t þ Xh@=@u� ð28Þ
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where na is taken to be the horizon generating Killing vector, with

jh ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
� 1

2ranbranb
q ���

r¼rh
the surface gravity and Ah the area of the black hole

horizon. The above presumes that this horizon is a bifurcate Killing horizon whose
Killing generator vanishes on the bifurcation sphere.

3.2 Enthalpy, Pressure, and Volume

Hence from (24) we obtain a generalization of the first law of black hole
mechanics (14)

dM ¼ jh
dAh

8p
þ XhdJ þ VdP ð29Þ

upon taking V̂in to be the black hole horizon and V̂out the boundary at infinity. The
last term is the analogue of the familiar pressure-volume term from thermody-
namics, with

P ¼ � K
8p

¼ ðD� 1ÞðD� 2Þ
16pl2

ð30Þ

interpreted as thermodynamic pressure (the latter relation being the definition of l)
and

V ¼
Z
1

dSrcnb xcb � xcb
AdS

	 
� Z
h

dSrcnbxcb

0
@

1
A ð31Þ

interpreted as its conjugate thermodynamic volume, and is finite because of the
presence of the xcb

AdS term.
The preceding argument can be generalized to black holes with multiple rota-

tions and Uð1Þ charges, yielding [18, 19]

dM ¼ jh
dAh

8p
þ
XD�2

2½ �

i

ðXi
h � Xi

1ÞdJ i þ VdPþ
X
j

U j
hdQ

j ð32Þ

where D�2
2

� 
is the smallest integer greater than D�2

2 . The quantities Xi
1 allow for the

possibility of a rotating frame at infinity [20] and the Ui
h are the potentials for the

electric (and magnetic) Uð1Þ charges evaluated at the black hole horizon. We see
from the first law (32) that the thermodynamic volume V may be interpreted as
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the change in the mass under variations in the cosmological constant with the black
hole horizon area and angular momentum held fixed.

Since a negative cosmological constant induces a vacuum pressure, P is natu-
rally regarded as a thermodynamic pressure. The mass M is then understood as a
gravitational version of chemical enthalpy. This is the total energy of a system
including both its internal energy E and the energy PV required to “make room for
it” by displacing its (vacuum energy) environment: M ¼ E þ PV . In other words,
M is the total energy required to “create a black hole and place it in a cosmological
environment”.

Another reason for including the pressure volume term is connected with the
Smarr formula [21], which relates the various thermodynamic quantities to each
other from scaling relations. The scaling dimensions ofA and J are D� 2, while K
has dimension �2. Regarding M ¼ MðA;J ;KÞ, an application of Euler’s for-
mula for homogeneous functions yields [17, 22]

D� 3
D� 2

M ¼ jh
Ah

8p
þ
X
i

ðXi
h � Xi

1ÞJ i � 2
D� 2

PVh þ D� 3
D� 2

X
j

U j
hQ

j ð33Þ

since the scaling dimensions of M and Q are both D − 3.
Consider the Reissner-Nordstrom anti de Sitter (SAdS) solution as an example.

The metric, field strength F and gauge potential A in d[ 3 spacetime dimensions
are

ds2 ¼ �f ðrÞdt2 þ dr2

f ðrÞ þ r2dX2
D�2 ;

F ¼ dA ; A ¼ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D� 2

2ðD� 3Þ

s
q

rD�3 dt

ð34Þ

where f ðrÞ is given by

f ¼ 1� m
rD�3 þ

q2

r2ðD�3Þ þ
r2

l2
ð35Þ

and dXd is the metric for the standard element on Sd . The relevant parameters are
[23]

M ¼ D� 2
16p

xD�2m Q ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ðD� 2ÞðD� 3Þp

8p
xD�2 q ð36Þ

jh ¼ f 0ðrþÞ
2

¼ D� 3
2rþ

1� q2

r2ðD�3Þ
þ

þ D� 1
D� 3

r2þ
l2

 !
ð37Þ
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Ah ¼ xD�2rD�2
þ U ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D� 2

2ðD� 3Þ

s
q

rD�3þ
ð38Þ

with xn ¼ 2p
nþ1
2

C nþ1
2ð Þ the volume of the unit n-sphere and the location of the event

horizon rþ determined from f ðrþÞ ¼ 0. It is convenient to use this latter relation to
obtain

m ¼ rD�3
þ þ q2

rD�3þ
þ rD�1

þ
l2

thereby yielding

dM ¼ ðD� 2ÞxD�2

16p
ðD� 3Þ rD�2

þ � q2

rD�2þ

� �
þ ðD� 1Þ r

D�2
þ
l2

� �
drþ

� ðD� 2ÞxD�2

8p
rD�1
þ
l3

dlþ ðD� 2ÞxD�2

8p
q

rD�3þ
dq

dQ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ðD� 2ÞðD� 3Þp

8p
xD�2dq dA ¼ xD�2ðD� 2ÞrD�3

þ drþ

ð39Þ

so that

j
dA
8p

þ UdQ ¼ D� 3
16prþ

ð1� q2

r2ðD�3Þ
þ

þ D� 1
D� 3

r2þ
l2
ÞxD�2ðD� 2ÞrD�3

þ drþ

þ ðD� 2Þq
8prD�3þ

xD�2dq

¼ D� 2
16p

xD�2 ðD� 3Þ rD�2
þ � q2

rD�2þ

� �
þ ðD� 1Þ r

D�2
þ
l2

� �
drþ

þ ðD� 2Þq
8prD�3þ

xD�2dq

¼ dM þ ðD� 2ÞxD�2

8p
rD�1
þ
l3

dl ¼ dM � VdP

ð40Þ

where P is given by (30) and

V ¼ xD�2rD�1
þ

D� 1
: ð41Þ

as inferred from the Smarr relation (33) or from (31). Note that the Smarr relation
would not hold if the VP term in (33) were absent.
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3.3 Black Holes as Chemical Systems

A new perspective on black hole thermodynamics thus emerges, leading to a dif-
ferent understanding of known processes and to the discovery of new phenomena.
The thermodynamic correspondence with black hole mechanics is completed to
include the familiar pressure/volume terms:

ð42Þ
where the black hole work terms are

P
i XidJi þ UdQ for multiply rotating and

charged black holes.
One of the first implications of this new perspective was the realization that

charged black holes behave as Van der Waals fluids [24]. The Van der Waals
equation modifies the equation of state for an ideal gas to one that approximates the
behaviour of real fluids [25]

Pþ a
v2

� �
ðv� bÞ ¼ T , P ¼ T

v� b
� a
v2

; ð43Þ

taking into account the attraction between the molecules and their finite size,
respectively parameterized by the constants ðb; aÞ. Here v ¼ V=N is the specific
volume of the fluid, P its pressure, and T its temperature. Critical points occur at
isotherms T ¼ Tc, where P ¼ PðvÞ has an inflection point at P ¼ Pc and v ¼ vc,
and obey the universal relation Pcvc

kTc
¼ 3

8 for any such fluid. A liquid/gas phase
transition takes place at temperatures T\Tc, and is governed by Maxwell’s equal
area law, which states that the two phases coexist when the areas above and below a
line of constant pressure drawn through a P-v curve are equal.

Surprisingly, charged AdS black holes obey the same basic relationships.1 For
example, the Reissner-Nordstrom-AdS metric in D ¼ 4 is given by (34), with

f ðrÞ ¼ 1� 2M
r þ Q2

r2 þ r2
l2 . Its thermodynamic volume is given by the “Euclidean

1 Although the notion that a charged black hole could be considered as a Van der Waals fluid had
been noted before [23], the absence of the pressure and volume terms led to a mismatch of
intensive and extensive thermodynamic variables [24].
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relationship” V ¼ 4
3 pr

3
þ, where rþ is the location of the event horizon. The relation

T ¼ f 0ðrþÞ
4p along with the above identification of pressure and volume yield the

equation of state

P ¼ T
v
� 1
2pv2

þ 2Q2

pv4
; v ¼ 2rþl2P ¼ 2

3V
4p

� �1=3

; ð44Þ

where the ‘specific volume’ v ¼ 6V=N, with N ¼ A=l2P counting the number of
degrees of freedom associated with the black hole horizon, lP ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

G�h=c3
p

. The P-v
and P-T diagrams, Fig. 7, mimic the behavior of a Van der Waals fluid for any fixed
Q, with the liquid/gas phase transition replaced by the (first-order) small/large black
hole phase transition, still described by the equal-area law. Curiously the parameters
at the critical point obey the relation Pcvc

Tc
¼ 3=8, precisely as in the Van der Waals

case, and the critical exponents are the same as those for a Van der Waals fluid [24].
So far no black holes have been found in Einstein gravity that have different critical
exponents.

Additional insights emerge. The well-known first-order phase transition between
radiation and large AdS black holes [26] can be understood as a “solid/liquid”
phase transition: the coexistence line in the P-T diagram has no terminal point and
is present for all values of K. As for new phenomena, both reentrant phase tran-
sitions [19] and triple points [27] have been found for Kerr-AdS black holes.

Fig. 7 Fluid behavior of charged AdS black holes: left the P-v diagram. Isotherms decrease in
temperature from top to bottom. The two upper dark curves correspond to the “ideal gas” one-
phase behaviour for T [Tc, the critical isotherm T ¼ Tc is denoted by the thick dark line, and the
lower (red) solid lines correspond to a two-phase state occurring for T\Tc for which the
oscillatory part of the isotherm has to be replaced according to the Maxwell’s equal area law. Right
the P-T diagram. The coexistence line of the two black hole phases terminates at a critical point
characterized by the Van der Waals mean field theory critical exponents. In both figures Q ¼ 1
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The former refers to a situation in which a system can undergo a transition from one
phase to another and then back to the first by continuously changing one thermo-
dynamic variable, all others being held constant; it was first observed in a nicotine/
water mixture [28] and is present in multicomponent fluid systems, gels, ferroelec-
trics, liquid crystals, and binary gases [29]. In the case of black holes, three separate
phases emerge, referred to as small, intermediate, and large black holes. A standard
first order phase transition separates the small and large black holes, but the inter-
mediate and small ones (for a small range of pressures, P 2 ðPt;PzÞ) are separated by
a finite jump in the Gibbs free energy G, shown in Fig. 8 for D ¼ 6. For any given
pressure in this range, the black hole will change from large to small to large (labeled
intermediate) upon lowering the temperature—giving the reentrant phase transition.
Similar behaviour has been observed for Born–Infeld black holes [30].

Once two rotation parameters are included, a gravitational triple point can also
emerge [27]. The simplest example is that of a doubly-rotating black hole in D ¼ 6,
with rotation parameters J1 and J2. If the ratio J2=J1 	 1, a new branch of (locally)
stable tiny cold black holes appears, with both the J2 ¼ 0 ‘no black hole region’ and
the unstable branch of tiny hot black holes disappearing. The zeroth-order phase

Fig. 8 Reentrant phase transition: left the Gibbs free energy G of a singly-spinning black hole in
D = 6, displayed for fixed pressure P 2 ðPt;PzÞ and J = 1. There is a finite jump in its global
minimum indicating the presence of the zeroth-order phase transition. As T decreases, the system
follows the lower vertical solid red curve, until at T ¼ T1 it joins the upper horizontal solid red
curve corresponding to small stable black holes and undergoes a first order large/small black hole
phase transition. As T continues to decrease the system follows this upper curve until T ¼ T0,
where G has a discontinuity at its global minimum. Further decreasing T, the system jumps to the
uppermost vertical red line of large stable black holes. This corresponds to the “zeroth order”
phase transition between small and large black holes and completes the reentrant phase transition.
Right the three-phase coexistence diagram displayed in the P-T plane. The first-order phase
transition between small/large black holes is displayed by thick solid black curve. It emerges from
ðTt;PtÞ and terminates at a critical point (not displayed) at ðTc;PcÞ. The solid red curve indicates
the zeroth-order phase transition between intermediate/small black holes; the dashed black curve
delineates the ‘no black hole region’
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transition is ‘replaced’ by a ‘solid/liquid’-like phase transition of small to large
black holes. Once J2 becomes sufficiently large a second critical point and the triple
point both emerge, replicating the behaviour of a solid/liquid/gas system as shown
in Fig. 9. Two distinct first order small/intermediate and intermediate/large black
hole phase transitions are possible as the temperature increases for fixed pressure in
a certain range—the two transitions terminate at critical points on one end and
merge at the other end to form a triple point where the three phases coexist. This
kind of behaviour has more recently been found for charged AdS black holes in
Gauss–Bonnet gravity [31]. Even more interesting phenomena can take place for
higher-dimensional rotating black holes; a review of the current situation is given in
Ref. [19].

More generally, indications are emerging that every dimensionful parameter has
a thermodynamic interpretation. The insight here is from Lovelock gravity, which
in any given dimension has a finite number of dimensional coefficients. Each
coefficient in the Lovelock action has a thermodynamic interpretation, modifying
both the Smarr formula and the first law of thermodynamics [32, 33]. A similar
situation takes place in Born-Infeld electrodynamics in which the Born-Infeld
coupling constant has a thermodynamic conjugate interpreted as vacuum polari-
zation [30].

Fig. 9 Triple point: various black hole phases are displayed for a doubly-spinning Kerr-AdS black
hole in D = 6 and the angular momenta ratio J2=J1 ¼ 0:05 in the P-T plane. The diagram is in
many ways analogous to the solid/liquid/gas phase diagram, including the existence of a triple
point where three coexistence lines merge together. Note however that there are two critical points.
That is, the small/intermediate black hole coexistence line does not extend to infinity (as in the
solid/liquid case) but rather terminates, similar to the “liquid/gas” coexistence line, in a critical
point
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The above relations transform from mechanical relations into thermodynamic
ones upon making the identifications S ! A=4 and j

2p ! T . This latter relation
cannot be obtained without invoking quantum physics.

4 Field Quantization in Curved Spacetime

The striking parallel between black hole mechanics and black hole thermodynamics
raises the question as to the origin of this correspondence. Pivotal to this rela-
tionship is the derivation of black hole temperature, which necessarily relies on the
incorporation of quantum physics into curved space-time settings [34].

4.1 Quantum Field Theory in Curved Spacetime

Quantization of matter fields on a fixed spacetime background is analogous to
quantizing charged fields (fields describing charged particles) in a fixed classical
electromagnetic field background. The presumption is that the gravitational field of
the quantized matter and the quantum properties of the background space-time can
be neglected. Given the enormous success of quantum field theory in the earth’s
feeble gravitational field, we have good empirical grounds for accepting this pre-
mise of semiclassicality. It is crucial in obtaining black hole radiation.

For field quantization in general spacetime backgrounds it is not possible to use
an approach based on a global symmetry, such as that of Poincare invariance used
in flat-space quantum field theory. There is no preferred vacuum and no natural
Fock space construction of the Hilbert space [35]. Instead, several key assumptions
must be made.

1. All quantum states are defined on a spacelike slice R of 4-dimensional space-

time, whose intrinsic curvature Rð3Þ
abcd and extrinsic curvature Kab are both

everywhere small compared to the Planck length: jRð3Þ
abcdj 	 1=l2p; jKabj 	 1=l2p.

2. There is some spatio-temporal neighbourhood of R where the full space-time
curvature Rabcd is also small: jRabcd j 	 1=l2p.

3. The wavelength k of any quanta on R is much longer than the Planck length
k 
 lp.

4. The stress-energy of all matter obeys positive energy conditions and the energy
and momentum densities of the matter are small compared to the Planck density
(~1=l4p).

5. For a least a certain interval of proper time s, R evolves sufficiently smoothly (so
that jdN=dsj 	 1=lp and jdNa=dsj 	 1=lp) into future slices that respect the
preceding four properties.
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The preceding conditions are sometimes referred to as the ‘niceness’ conditions
[36], and are regarded as ensuring that semiclassical physics is valid (Fig. 10).

4.2 Scalars

To see how this works in practice, it is useful to review the method for quantizing a
free scalar field u in a curved space-time, whose action is

I ¼ � 1
2

Z
dDx

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�g
p

gabraurbuþ m2u2	 
 ð45Þ

in D spacetime dimensions, with

r2u� m2u ¼ 0 ð46Þ

being its equation of motion. Its energy-momentum tensor is

Tab ¼ rauðxÞrbuðxÞ � gab
2

rcuðxÞrcuðxÞ þ m2ðuðxÞÞ2
h i

obtained by varying the action with respect to the metric. Its conjugate momentum
is

pðxÞ ¼ @LKG

@ðna@auðxÞÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�gðxÞ

p
narauðxÞ; ð47Þ

with na the timelike unit vector normal to R.

Fig. 10 Nice slices: two
different slices for the collapse
diagram that satisfy the
niceness conditions
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Taking R to be a ðD� 1Þ dimensional manifold with a product embedding in
D-dimensional space-time (so that the full manifold isR� R) then the Hamiltonian is

HKG ¼
Z

d3x
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�gðxÞ

p
T00

¼
Z

d3x
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�gðxÞ

p
r0uðxÞr0uðxÞ � g00

1
2

rcuðxÞrcuðxÞ þ m2ðuðxÞÞ2
h i� �

and one can canonically quantize the field by imposing

½uðx0;~xÞ; pðx0;~yÞ� ¼ idð~x;~yÞ ð48Þ

using a coordinate chart ðx0;~xÞ at some t ¼ x0 (so that na ¼ ð1; 0; 0; 0Þ), where
pðx0;~yÞ ¼ � ffiffi

s
p

naraujx¼ðx0;~yÞ is the conjugate momentum to u and where

Z
dD�1xwð~xÞdð~x;~yÞ ¼ wð~yÞ ð49Þ

for some function wð~xÞ on R. The relation (48) can be obtained from the covariant
commutator

½uðxÞ;uðyÞ� ¼ iDðx� yÞ ¼
Z

dDk

ð2pÞD�1 dðk2 � m2Þ k0

jk0j expð�ik � ðx� yÞÞ ð50Þ

which is independent of the particular choice of slice. If the space-time points ðx; yÞ
are spacelike separated, then Dðx� yÞ ¼ 0, ensuring that measurements at such
separations commute, a consequence of locality and causality.

The current

ja v;/ð Þ ¼ �i
ffiffiffi
g

p
gabðv�rb/� ðrbv

�Þ/Þ ð51Þ

is conserved (raja ¼ 0) provided both ðv;/Þ are solutions to (46). This can in turn
be used to define an inner product

hhv;/ii ¼
Z
R

dRaj
a v;/ð Þ ð52Þ

where Ra is the volume element on R with unit normal na. The conservation of ja

ensures that the inner product is independent of the choice of slice (or of x0 in
particular). It is straightforward to show that
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hhv; v�ii ¼ 0 hhv;/ii� ¼ �hhv�;/�ii ¼ hh/; vii ð53Þ

The next step is to specify a notion of positive frequency solutions from the full
solution space Q, from which a vacuum and the Hilbert space of states could be
constructed by restricting the inner product (52) to this subspace. We can write

Q ¼ Qþ �Q� where 8 v;/ 2 Qþ hhv; vii[ 0 and hhv;/�ii ¼ 0

ð54Þ

and use the states in Qþ to define creation and annihilation operators via

âðvÞ ¼ hhv;uii âyðvÞ ¼ �hhv�;uii ¼ �âðv�Þ ð55Þ

which in turn obey the relations

½âðvÞ; âyð/Þ� ¼ hhv;/ii ½âðvÞ; âð/Þ� ¼ ½âyðvÞ; âyð/Þ� ¼ 0 ð56Þ

as a consequence of (48). The state j0i obeying

âðvÞj0i ¼ 0 8v 2 Qþ ð57Þ

is the vacuum, and by acting repeatedly on j0i with creation operators

YN
n¼1

âyðvnÞj0i ¼ âyðv1Þâyðv2Þ � � � âyðvNÞj0i ¼ 0 8vj 2 Qþ ð58Þ

one can construct the Fock space of states as the span of all states of the above form
for all N. Constructing an orthonormal basis /k for Qþ we can define

âk ¼ hh/k;uii âyk ¼ �hh/�
k;uii ð59Þ

and decompose the field operator u

uðxÞ ¼
Z

d3k /kðxÞâk þ /�
kðxÞâyk

h i
: ð60Þ

which is called the mode expansion. The functions /kðxÞ are called mode functions
and the operators âk are called mode operators.

In spacetimes that possess time translation symmetry, a preferred set of modes
can be defined in terms of the eigenfunctions of the timelike Killing vector n

na@a/kðxÞ ¼ �ixk/kðxÞ; na@a/
�
kðxÞ ¼ ixk/

�
kðxÞ; ð61Þ
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where xk [ 0. The modes with eigenvalues ixk are respectively the positive/
negative frequency modes. In a coordinate system where Ka@a ¼ @t, the Klein-
Gordon equation implies that the /kðxÞ are eigenfunctions of ri with eigenvalue ik,
the magnitude of which is

jkj2 ¼ x2
k � m2:

The mode expansion reduces the problem of solving the quantum field theory to
that of finding a complete set of solutions to the C-valued Klein-Gordon equation. It
satisfies Hermiticity by construction, and each mode function satisfies (46). If the
set of mode functions is complete and normalized to

hh/kðxÞ;/k0 ðxÞii ¼ �hh/kðxÞ�;/k0 ðxÞ�ii ¼ d3ðk� k0Þ;
hh/kðxÞ;/k0 ðxÞ�ii ¼ 0;

ð62Þ

then the canonical commutation relations (48) are satisfied if the mode operators
satisfy

½âk; âyk0 � ¼ d3ðk� k0Þ ð63Þ

which is a specification of (56) to this basis.
In the mode expansion the momentum operator is

P̂ ¼
Z

d3xT̂0i ¼
Z

d3kkâyk âk;

which is a weighted sum of the number operators Nk ¼ âyk âk for each mode. Its
eigenstates are the Fock states, with eigenvalues obtained by solving

P̂jnk1 ; nk2 ; . . .i ¼
X
i

nkiki

" #
jnk1 ; nk2 ; . . .i

and it is easy to see that the vacuum state j0i has no momentum. The Hamiltonian is

ĤKG ¼
Z

d3xT̂00 ¼
Z

d3k
xk

2
âkâ

y
k þ âyk âk

h i
¼
Z

d3kxk âyk âk þ
1
2
½ak; ayk �

� �
ð64Þ

in the mode expansion. The latter term is divergent due to (63), but since it is
constant the energy scale can be shifted by subtracting it off. Its removal will only
affect the value of the cosmological constant, which must be set from observation.
This yields
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ĤKG ¼
Z

d3kxkâ
y
k âk

and the energy of a given state is obtained from solving the eigenvalue equation

ĤKGjnk1 ; nk2 ; . . .i ¼
X
i

nkixki

" #
jnk1 ; nk2 ; . . .i

with the zero eigenvalue case being the vacuum, with zero energy.
Since

x2
k ¼ jkj2 þ m2;

the Fock states are interpreted as describing particles of mass m. The state jnki
describes a state of nk particles, each with energy xk, momentum k, and mass
m. Since they have definite momentum these particles are completely de-localized,
unlike classical particles, which are localized objects. Each of these particles is
identical, with

jnk1 ; nk2i ¼ jnk2 ; nk1i

since the mode operators commute. In other words, they obey Bose-Einstein sta-
tistics. The Klein-Gordon field u describes bosonic particles of spin-0.

The problem with this construction is that in a general curved spacetime there are
many ways of doing this, with no particular subspace singled out as a natural choice
for the positive frequency space [37]. Different notions of positive frequency will
yield different Fock space constructions that are unitarily inequivalent [38], and the
vacuum state j0i with respect to one choice of ~Qþ will not necessarily be in the

Fock space constructed from the vacuum ~j0i with respect to another choice ~Qþ.
However there is a linear relation between different choices. For another choice

~Qþ any ~/ 2 ~Qþ is a linear combination ~/ ¼ /þ v� for some ðv;/Þ 2 Qþ.
Consequently two complete sets of modes f/k;/

�
kg and fvk; v�kg with associated

mode operators âk and âk are, by completeness and orthonormality, related by

vkðxÞ ¼
Z

d3k0 akk0/k0 ðxÞ þ bkk0/
�
k0 ðxÞ

� 
;

where akk0 ¼ hhvkðxÞ;/k0 ðxÞii and bkk0 ¼ �hhvkðxÞ;/�
k0 ðxÞii. This is called a

Bogoliubov transformation [34] and the complex numbers akk0 and bkk0 are called
Bogoliubov coefficients. Inverting this transformation yields
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/k ¼
Z

d3k0 a�k0kvk0 ðxÞ � bk0kv
�
k0 ðxÞ

� 
inducing in turn the following transformations

âk ¼
Z

d3k0 ak0kâk0 þ b�k0kâ
y
k0

h i
âk ¼

Z
d3k0 a�kk0 âk0 � b�kk0 â

y
k0

h i
ð65Þ

on the mode operators.
The commutation relations of the mode operators imply that the Bogoliubov

coefficients must satisfy

a b
b� a�

� �
ay �bT

�by aT

 !
¼ 1 0

0 1

� �
;

where the individual entries are to be interpreted as block matrices.
From (65) we see that the Fock bases associated with these two mode expansions

differ, leading to two different particle interpretations of the field excitations.
Whenever any of the b-coefficients are nonzero, positive frequency states get
transformed into a combination of positive and negative frequency states, leading to
particle production. Specifically, according to the particle interpretation based on the
/kðxÞ modes, particles are present in the vacuum of the vkðxÞ mode expansion j0iv.
The average number of particles present in mode k is given by

vh0jNkj0iv ¼ vh0jâyk âkj0iv ¼
Z

d3k0 jbkk0 j2:

In this sense, there is no invariant notion of particles in quantum field theory: as
with simultaneity, particle interpretations are observer-dependent.

4.3 Spinors

Spin-1/2 particles likewise have observer-dependent interpretations. A Dirac field
WðxÞ of mass m (with minimal coupling to gravity) is described by an action

S ¼
Z

dDx
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�gðxÞ

p i
2

�WðxÞcaðraWðxÞÞ � ðra �WðxÞÞcaWðxÞ� � m �WðxÞWðxÞ
� �

;

where the covariant derivative ra ¼ @a ¼ Ca, and the spin connection Ca is
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Ca ¼ 1
4
cbð@acb þ Cb

cac
cÞ

with Cb
ca the usual Christoffel symbols associated with the metric gab. The Dirac

matrices ca satisfy

fca; cbg ¼ 2gab

and an overbar denotes the Dirac adjoint, defined as

�WðxÞ ¼ WyðxÞ~c0

with ~c0 the zeroth component of ~ca, defined by ca ¼ Va
a~c

b, where

f~ca;~cbg ¼ 2gab

and where Va
a is referred to as the vielbein field. The set of Va

a comprise a set of
local basis vectors for the metric, and are related to it via the equation

gab ¼ gabVa
aVa

b ð66Þ

with gab the metric on flat Minkowski space-time [34].
Variation of the action with respect to W yields the equation of motion

icara � m½ �WðxÞ ¼ 0 ð67Þ

and varying the action with respect to the metric results in

Tab ¼ i
2

�WðxÞcðaðrbÞWðxÞÞ � ðrða �WðxÞÞcbÞWðxÞ
h i

ð68Þ

which is the energy-momentum tensor for the Dirac field.
As with the scalar case, there is an inner product

hhW1ðxÞ;W2ðxÞii ¼
Z

dRa
�W1ðxÞcaW2ðxÞ

where the integration is over a spacelike hypersurface R with unit normal na. The
current �W1ðxÞcaW2ðxÞ is conserved as a consequence of (67). The field W can
likewise be expanded in a complete set modes

ŴðxÞ ¼
X
s

Z
d3k âk;sw

þ
k;sðxÞ þ b̂yk;sw�

k;sðxÞ
h i

;
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where s 2 f"; #g is an index related to the spinor nature of the field. The mode
functions w�

k;sðxÞ satisfy the spinor valued Dirac equation and are normalized to

hhwþ
k;sðxÞ;wþ

k0;s0 ðxÞii ¼ �hhw�
k;sðxÞ;w�

k0;s0 ðxÞii ¼ dss0d
3ðk� k0Þ;

hhw�
k;sðxÞ;w

k0;s0 ðxÞii ¼ 0:

Unlike the Klein-Gordon scalar field, the mode operators for the Dirac spinor
satisfy the anticommutation relations

fâk;s; âyk0;s0 g ¼ fb̂k;s; b̂yk0;s0 g ¼ dss0d
3ðk� k0Þ; ð69Þ

with all other anticommutators vanishing. This ensures that the energy of the field
has a lower bound and that causality is obeyed [39].

Apart from this, the construction of the Fock basis follows the same procedure as
in the scalar case. Excitations of the vacuum state, defined via

âk;sj0i ¼ b̂k;sj0i ¼ 0

for all k and s, have two different types of quanta. Upon partitioning the mode
functions into positive and negative frequency with the timelike Killing vector na,

states created by ayk;s can interpreted as particles, whereas states created from byk;s
can be interpreted as antiparticles. Since mode operators anticommute,

ðayk;sÞ2 ¼ ðbyk;sÞ2 ¼ 0

there is only one excitation per mode, yielding a realization of the Pauli Exclusion
Principle. Particles have mass m and spin-1/2, with s labelling the spin state as
being up or down with respect to some axis. Its antiparticle counterpart has the
same mass but with the spin state pointing in the opposite direction.

The mode anticommutation relations imply the Fock states are antisymmetric

j1k1;s1 ; 1k2;s2i ¼ �j1k2;s2 ; 1k1;s1i

and so the quanta of the Dirac field obey Fermi-Dirac statistics.
In a general curved space-time there is no preferred set of modes. But, as with

the Klein-Gordon field, all possible sets of modes are related by a Bogoliubov
transformation. For example, two sets of modes fw�

k;sðxÞg and f#�
k;sðxÞg with

corresponding mode operators fâk;s; b̂yk;sg and fĉk;s; d̂yk;sg, are related by
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âk ¼
Z

d3k0 akk0 ĉk0 þ b�kk0 d̂
y
k0

h i
b̂k ¼

Z
d3k0 akk0 d̂k0 þ b�kk0 ĉ

y
k0

h i
ĉk ¼

Z
d3k0 a�kk0 âk0 þ b�kk0 b̂

y
k0

h i
d̂k ¼

Z
d3k0 a�kk0 b̂k0 þ b�kk0 â

y
k0

h i

where akk0 ¼ hhwþ
k ðxÞ; #þ

k0 ðxÞii and bkk0 ¼ hhwþ
k ðxÞ; #�

k0 ðxÞii suppressing the spin
degree of freedom for ease of notation. However, the fermionic Bogoliubov coef-
ficients must satisfy

a b
b� a�

� �
ay bT

by aT

 !
¼ 1 0

0 1

� �

to be consistent with the anticommutation relations.

4.4 Hadamard States

Intuitively the vacuum is regarded as a state of no particles, and an excited state is
(at the least) a state in which the particle number (or more generally the number of

quanta) N ¼Pn â
y
n ân has some nonzero value. However without an unambiguous

definition of positive frequency, as is the case in curved space-time, there is no
invariant notion of particle number, even at a fixed instant of time (since that notion
itself depends on the choice of slice).

The notion of a state is therefore more usefully given by computing time-ordered
expectation values of field operators, such as h0j/ðxÞj0i � h/ðxÞi, h0j/ðxÞ
/ðyÞj0i � h/ðxÞ/ðyÞi, h0j/ðxÞ/ðyÞ/ðzÞj0i � h/ðxÞ/ðyÞ/ðzÞi, etc. Restricting
attention to situations in which h/ðxÞi ¼ 0 and for which knowledge of

Gðx; yÞ ¼ h/ðxÞ/ðyÞi ð70Þ

(a quantity known as the Wightman function) is sufficient to uniquely determine the
n-point function h/ðx1Þ � � �/ðxnÞi (called quasi-free states [38]), will allow for a
labelling of states with values of physical observables, since they can all in principle
be determined from (70). One obstacle to overcome here is the determination of
observables for which two space-time points coincide: these will contain products
of field operators at the same space-time point and so are ill-defined due to the
distributional character of the field operators. The most pertinent example here is
the expectation value of the stress-energy tensor hTabðxÞi, which sources the
gravitational field in the semiclassical approximation. Normal ordering of creation
and annihilation operators—defining the expectation value of an observable so that
all creation operators are at the left—yields the difference between the value of the
observable for the state of interest and its value in the vacuum. However this
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difference is not invariant in curved space-time for the same reasons given above for
the number operator.

There is one set of states, known as Hadamard states, for which hTabðxÞi can be
constructed so that it remains both local and conserved. They are defined by the
requirement

lim
x!y

Gðx; yÞ ¼ U1ðx; yÞ
rðx; yÞ þ U2ðx; yÞ ln rþ U3ðx; yÞ ð71Þ

where the smooth functions Uiðx; yÞ all obey Uðx; xÞ ¼ 1 and where rðx; yÞ is the
geodesic distance from x to y. The functions U1 and U2 are determined by requiring
that Gðx; yÞ obey Eq. (46) in terms of x. A state that is initially Hadamard in some
suitable neighbourhood of a Cauchy slice will remain Hadamard throughout the
spacetime [40], and any Hadamard state can be constructed as a state in the Fock
space defined on any other Hadamard state if the slices are spatially compact [38].
The Hadamard condition (71) essentially states that the short-distance (or ultravi-
olet) behaviour of a state is similar to that of the two-point function h/ðxÞ/ðx0Þi in
flat spacetime. States not satisfying the condition (71) have divergent stress-energy
tensors, and so are regarded as physically singular.

Hence restriction to the set of Hadamard states is compatible with the semi-
classical niceness conditions, namely that on scales much smaller than any cur-
vature scale, flat-space quantum field theory is a good approximation. Futhermore,
any state in a Fock space constructed from the usual flat Minkowski vacuum space
obeys (71) and so Hadamard states are conceptually the most reasonable general-
ization of such Minkowski-Fock states to curved space-time [38].

Note that the short-distance behaviour of Hadamard states is determined by
rðx; yÞ, in other words by the local space-time geometry. The short-distance (UV)
divergences that ensue can be removed by a renormalization procedure that is local
and state-independent, yielding a unique result for hTabðxÞi upon to the addition of
local curvature terms that arise due to a renormalization of gravitational couplings.
All observers will see a finite density of particles in any Hadamard state.

5 Particle Creation and Observer-Dependent Radiation

The possibility that temperature and acceleration are related to one another in
quantum field theory first came from studying reflecting barriers in flat space [41],
and was firmly established by Unruh [42], who investigated how positive-frequency
normal modes for uniformly accelerated observers are related to the positive-
frequency modes for inertial observers, who use the standard quantization of the
free field in Minkowski space. The use of the KMS condition to characterize
thermal states for accelerated observers was developed by a number of authors
[43–49], responding to analogous developments in the theory of black holes.
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Acceleration radiation was perhaps as big a surprise as black hole radiation. The
flat space Minkowski metric has, as noted above, a preferred state for a quantum
field, namely the Minkowski vacuum. Yet it appears to be thermal to accelerating
observers. How can this be, since the space-time has no curvature? Indeed what is
the meaning of a thermal state?

5.1 Thermality

The notion of thermality is well defined in a system with finitely many degrees of
freedom. The expectation value of any operator O in a canonical ensemble at
temperature b�1 ¼ T is

hOib ¼ he�bHOi ¼ tr e�bHO� 
Z

ð72Þ

where Z ¼ tr e�bH
� 

and the trace is over the mircrostates of the system with
Hamiltonian H. A quantum field has infinitely many degrees of freedom and so
some care must taken in its definition, since the trace will diverge. The relevant
notion here is that of a KMS state, which is defined via the condition

hAð�ibÞBib ¼ hBAib ð73Þ

for any operators ðA;BÞ, and where

hAðtÞBi � heitHAe�itHBi ð74Þ

with AðtÞ the time-evolution of A. In other words the time coordinate t is trans-
formed (‘Wick-rotated’) to imaginary values, and

hAð�ibÞBib ¼ he�bHebHAe�bHBi ¼ hAe�bHBi ¼ he�bHBAi ¼ hBAib ð75Þ

using (72) and (74).
The condition (73) is known as the Kubo-Martin-Schwinger (KMS) condition

[50, 51]. It characterizes a thermal state in curved space-time, being equivalent to
(72) for finite systems. Systems satisfying the KMS condition locally minimize the
free energy, and any finite system coupled to an infinite systems obeying (73) will
come into thermal equilibrium with that system, respecting (72) [52].

For a model scalar field system (45) in thermal equilibrium, there must be a
timelike Killing vector since an equilibrium state is a stationary state by definition.
Indeed, thermal equilibrium is defined with respect to measurements made by
observers following orbits of this Killing vector. This symmetry implies that the
Wightman function Gðx; yÞ ¼ h/ðxÞ/ðyÞi from (70) depends on the temporal
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difference Dt ¼ x0 � y0 of the two scalar fields. Setting Dt ¼ �iDs the KMS
condition is [52]

GbðDs� ib;~x;~yÞ ¼ GbðDs;~y;~xÞ ð76Þ

where Gbðx; yÞ � h/ðxÞ/ðyÞib. This relationship can be extended into a single
function on the complex-time plane obeying

Gbðz;~x;~yÞ ¼ Gbðzþ inb;~x;~yÞ ð77Þ

for integer n. The function Gb is holomorphic in the complex z plane apart from
branch cuts along lines ðj<ðzÞj[ j~x�~yj;=ðzÞ ¼ nbÞ ending in poles at
<ðzÞ ¼ j~x�~yj.

A free scalar field whose Wightman function Gbðz;~x;~yÞ obeys (77) on a sta-
tionary space-time is defined to be in a thermal state. If the space-time is static then
the function Gb periodic in imaginary time s with period b (s ! sþ b) is related to
thermal states on the original (Lorentzian) space-time by analytic continuation.

5.2 Acceleration Radiation

The metric for flat Minkowski space

ds2 ¼ dxadxa ¼ �dt2 þ dr2 þ r2dX2
D�2 ¼ �dt2 þ dx2 þ

XD
i¼2

dwi dwi ð78Þ

(written above in both spherical and Cartesian coordinates) can also be written as

ds2 ¼ �j2X2dT2 þ dX2 þ
Xd
i¼2

dWi dWi ð79Þ

¼ e2jfðdf2 � dg2Þ þ
Xd
i¼2

dWi dWi ð80Þ

¼ �ejðU�VÞdUdV þ
Xd
i¼2

dWi dWi ð81Þ

where these various forms follow from the coordinate transformations
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t ¼ X sinhðjTÞ ¼ 1
j
ejf sinhðjgÞ ¼ 1

2j
ejU � e�jV
	 
 ð82Þ

x ¼ X coshðjTÞ ¼ 1
j
ejf coshðjgÞ ¼ 1

2j
ejU þ e�jV
	 
 ð83Þ

and (for notational convenience) ~w ¼ ~W .
The ðg; fÞ coordinates take values in the ranges �1\g; f\1 and cover the

region x[ jtj, which is called the right Rindler wedge and is denoted I, as depicted
in Fig. 11. The inverse transformation is

g ¼ T ¼ 1
j
arctanhðt=xÞ;

f ¼ 1
j
ln jXð Þ ¼ 1

2j
ln½j2ðx2 � t2Þ�:

The region �x[ jtj (or left Rindler wedge, denoted II) requires another Rindler
coordinate system to cover it, one that differs from (82) and (83) by an overall
minus sign. In region II this implies that g is a decreasing function of t: time “flows
backwards” in this wedge. Although the left Rindler wedge is casually disconnected
from the right Rindler wedge, both can be influenced by events in the past wedge
�t[ jxj, (denoted P) and can in turn influence events in the future wedge t[ jxj
(denoted F).

Observers located at constant f ¼ f0 (or constant X) are referred to as Rindler
observers, in contrast to Minkowski observers who are located at x ¼ x0. These
observers experience a time translation symmetry T ! Tþ T0, with Killing vector

Fig. 11 The Rindler
coordinate system in the right
Rindler wedge (I). The lines
of constant n are the
worldlines of uniformly
accelerating observers. Also
shown are the left Rindler
wedge (II), the future wedge
(F), and the past wedge (P)
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n ¼ @T . The surface at X ¼ 0 in the Rindler coordinates is a Killing horizon for
this n.

Rindler observers located at ~w ¼ ~w0 have the trajectory

zaðgÞ ¼ 1
j
ejf0 sinhðjgÞ; coshðjgÞ;~w0½ �

in terms of Minkowski coordinates, and are confined to the right Rindler wedge.
The Killing horizons at X ¼ 0 (t ¼ �x) are the future/past communication horizons
for this observer. The Killing vector n generates a boost symmetry along this
observer’s worldline, whose proper time is ejf0g, and whose proper velocity va and
proper acceleration aa are

vaðgÞ ¼ e�jf0
@za

@g
¼ coshðjgÞ; sinhðjgÞ;~0
h i

aaðgÞ ¼ e�jf0
@va

@g
¼ je�jf0 sinhðjgÞ; coshðjgÞ;~0

h i ð84Þ

respectively. The magnitude of the acceleration is

aba
b ¼ j2

and we see that Rindler observers move with uniform acceleration j. The line f ¼ 0
is the worldline of an observer moving with (eternal) uniform acceleration j, and
who measures proper time g, crossing the t ¼ 0 line at g ¼ 0 and x ¼ 1=j. There
are analogous observers in region II, whose trajectories are likewise lines of con-
stant f in the left Rindler wedge.

The 2-point function in the Minkowski vacuum

GMðx; yÞ ¼ GMðDt;~x;~yÞ ¼ h0j/ðxÞ/ðyÞj0i ð85Þ

satisfies

ðr2
x � m2ÞGMðx; yÞ ¼ dDðx� yÞ ð86Þ

where Dt ¼ x0 � y0 ¼ tx � ty using the Cartesian coordinates (78). Writing t ¼ is
yields the Euclidean metric

ds2E ¼ ds2 þ dr2 þ r2dX2
D�2 ¼ ds2 þ dx2 þ

Xd
i¼2

dwi dwi ð87Þ

and the Euclidean 2-point function
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GMðiDs;~x;~yÞ ¼ GEðDs;~x;~yÞ ¼ GEðx; yÞ ð88Þ

(where~x ¼ ðx;~wÞ) is uniquely defined by requiring

ðr2
E � m2ÞGEðx; yÞ ¼ dDðx� yÞ ð89Þ

where the derivative operator acts on the x coordinates, analogous to (86). If we
begin with the Euclidean GE defined from (89), then the resultant Minkowksi GM

will depend on how the real t-axis is approached due to the branch cuts in GM .
One could apply the KMS condition (76) at any desired value of b to obtain

thermal states in the Minkowski space. However for a Rindler observer the value of
b is set by the state of motion. Indeed, writing ðs; x; ~wÞ ¼ ðX sin 2p

b !;X cos 2pb !; ~WÞ
yields GRðD!;~X;~YÞ, which is periodic in D! with period b (with ~X ¼ ðX; ~WÞ).
The metric (87) becomes

ds2 ¼ 2p
b

� �2

X2d!2 þ dX2 þ
Xd
i¼2

dWi dWi ð90Þ

which is identical to the metric (79) upon setting T ¼ i! and identifying b ¼ 2p
j .

The boost symmetry generated by @T becomes a rotation symmetry generated by
@!.

Analytically continuing GEðD!; ~X;~YÞ to a holomorphic function of complex DT
thus yields

GMðDt;~x;~yÞ ! GEðDs;~x;~yÞ ¼ GRðD!;~X; ~YÞ ¼ G2p=j
R ðDs;~Y; ~XÞ ð91Þ

and so the Minkowski vacuum with respect to uniformly accelerating observers
(those using Rindler time T) is indeed a thermal state with temperature
T ¼ b�1 ¼ j

2p.
The thermality experienced by an accelerated detector is a consequence of its

causal disconnection with certain regions of space-time. A uniformly accelerated
observer in region I (one that follows an orbit of @=@T) is causally disconnected
from region II, and so any state (such as the vacuum state) detected by this observer
is obtained by tracing over the degrees of freedom in region II. This yields a mixed
state from the perspective of the accelerated observer, with an entropy coming from
entanglement between modes from regions I and II.

To see this relationship explicitly, consider the expansion (60), which is

uðxÞ ¼
Z

d3k /kðxÞâk þ /�
kðxÞâyk

h i

where Eq. (46) implies that
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/kðxÞ ¼ /kð~xÞe�ixk t ð92Þ

is a plane-wave mode of positive frequency in the coordinates (78). Note that it is
analytic and bounded in the lower-half complex-t plane. However in the Rindler
coordinates (79) the modes are

I/kðXÞ ¼
~/kð~XÞe�ixT region I
0 region II

�
II/kðXÞ ¼ 0 region I

~/kð~XÞeixT region II

�
ð93Þ

in regions I and II respectively. For a massless scalar the positive and negative
frequency modes in each region are

I/�
xðXÞ ¼

~/xð~WÞeix T�� lnðXÞ=jð Þ ¼ ~/xð~WÞ x��t
L

	 
�i�x=j
region I

0 region II

�
ð94Þ

II/�
xðXÞ ¼

0 region I
~/xð~WÞe�ix T�� lnð�XÞ=jf Þ ¼ ~/xð~WÞ �t�x

L

	 
i�x=j region II

�
ð95Þ

where the sign flip in region II occurs because the future directed Killing vector is
n ¼ @�T ¼ �@T in that region. Note that /�� ¼ / in each region. The frequency
x[ 0 and the constant � ¼ �1 corresponds to the mode propagating in the posi-
tive/negative X-direction respectively. Specification of the constant L is equivalent
to specifying the phase of the Rindler modes; this choice is purely a matter of
convention.

Note that I/þ and II/� ¼ II /þ� are both proportional to ðx� etÞiex=j, since the
latter is

II/� / �t � x
L

� �i�x=j
¼ �ðx� �tÞ

L

� �i�x=j

¼ ðx� �tÞ
L

� �i�x=j

ðeipÞi�x=j

¼ ðx� �tÞ
L

� �i�x=j

e�px=j ð96Þ

with a similar relation for II/þ. Hence the combination

/p
x ¼I /þ

x þII /�
x ð97Þ

is a positive frequency mode with respect to the Minkowski time t since it is
analytic in the lower-half complex plane of ðx� �tÞ. It must therefore share a
common vacuum state with the Minkowski modes. The associated annihilation
operator is
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âp;x ¼ hh/p
x;uii

¼ hh I/þ
x þII /�

x

	 

;uii

¼ hhI/þ
x ;uii þ hhII/�

x ;uii
¼ âx þ e�px=jhhII/þ�

x ;uii
¼ âx;I � e�px=jâyx;II

ð98Þ

using (59). Since âp is an annihilation operator for positive frequency states, it must
act on the Minkowski vacuum as âpj0i ¼ 0, and so

âx;I j0i ¼ e�px=jâyx;II j0i ð99Þ

indicating correlations between the modes in regions I and II. Similarly, the
combination

/p0
x ¼ II /þ

x þ I /�
x ð100Þ

is also a positive frequency mode with respect to the Minkowski time t. Its asso-
ciated âp0;x ¼ hh/p0

x ;uii will also annihilate the Minkowski vacuum and so

âx;II j0i ¼ e�px=jâyx;I j0i ð101Þ

Since âx;I and âx;II respectively annihilate the vacua j0iI and j0iII in regions I
and II, we can write

j0i /
Y
x

f ðâyx;I ; âyx;IIÞj0iI j0iII ð102Þ

and so obtain for any given x

âx;I j0i ¼ âx;I f ðâyx;I ; âyx;IIÞj0iI j0iII ¼ ½âx;I ; f �j0iI j0iII ¼ e�px=jâyx;II j0iI j0iII
ð103Þ

âx;II j0i ¼ âx;II f ðâyx;I ; âyx;IIÞj0iI j0iII ¼ ½âx;II ; f �j0iI j0iII ¼ e�px=jâyx;I j0iI j0iII
ð104Þ

implying

f ðâyx;I ; âyx;IIÞ ¼ exp e�px=jâyx;I âyx;II
h i

ð105Þ
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using (56). The operators âp;x and âp0;x are not properly normalized. Rescaling

them to be âR;x ¼ kâp;x and âL;x ¼ ~kâp0;x so that their commutators are analogous

to (63) yields k ¼ ~k ¼ 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� e�2px=j

p
and so

âR;x ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� e�2px=j

p âx;I � e�px=jâyx;II
� �

¼ cosh rx âx;I � sinh rx â
y
x;II

âL;x ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� e�2px=j

p âx;II � e�px=jâyx;I
� �

¼ cosh rx âx;II � sinh rx â
y
x;I

ð106Þ

where tanh rx � e�px=j. Using the above so that the normalization of both sides of
(102) is consistent yields

j0i ¼
Y
x

1
cosh rx

X1
n¼0

tanhnðrxÞjnxiI jnxiII ð107Þ

We see that from the perspective of a uniformly accelerated observer, the
Minkowski vacuum j0i consists of correlated pairs of particles. It is a squeezed state
with respect to the Rindler basis. Note that the Minkowski vacuum is not in the
same Hilbert space as the Rindler vacuum and so the expression (107) is just a
formal expression.

A Minkowski observer detects a state absent of particles. However a uniformly
accelerated observer detects the state

qIk ¼ trIIðj0ih0jÞ;

where the trace over all states in region II is carried out since the Rindler observer
has no causal contact with this region. The expectation value of the particle number

operator Nk ¼ âyk âk is then

trIðNkq
I
kÞ ¼ trIðâyk âkqIkÞ ¼ sinh2ðrkÞ ¼ 1

e2pxk=j � 1
;

which is a Bose-Einstein distribution at temperature

T ¼ j
2pkB

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant.
A similar situation holds from spinors. A Dirac spinor field WðxÞ of mass m can

be quantized in a straightforward manner by expanding it in terms of a complete set
of positive and negative frequency modes in Minkowski space-time
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ŴðxÞ ¼
Z

dk ðâkwþ
k ðxÞ þ b̂yk w�

k ðxÞÞ;

partitioned according to the eigenvalues Minkowski timelike Killing vector @t. The

operators âk and b̂yk are then interpreted as particle annihilation operators and
antiparticle creation operators, and they obey the canonical anticommutation rela-

tions fâk; âyk0 g ¼ fb̂k; b̂yk0 g ¼ dðk � k0Þ, with all other anticommutators vanishing.
The modes are labelled by k and for notational ease the spin degree of freedom has
been suppressed.

From the perspective of a uniformly accelerated observer, the expansion would
be in terms of the complete set of positive and negative frequency Rindler modes

ŴðxÞ ¼
Z

dkðĉIkwIþ
k ðxÞ þ d̂Iyk wI�

k ðxÞ þ ĉIIk w
IIþ
k þ d̂IIyk wII�

k ðxÞÞ;

where the canonical anticommutation relations

fĉIk; ĉIyk0 g ¼ fd̂Ik; d̂Iyk0 g ¼ dðk � k0Þ;
fĉIIk ; ĉIIyk0 g ¼ fd̂IIk ; d̂IIyk0 g ¼ dðk � k0Þ;

hold, with all other anticommutators vanishing. As with the scalar case, the modes
wI�
k ðxÞ have support in region I, whereas the modes wII�

k ðxÞ have support in region
II, each type divided into positive and negative frequency according to the region-
specific Rindler timelike Killing vector. In region I/II this is given by @�T , the

minus sign ensuring it is future pointing in region II. The operators ĉIk and d̂Iyk
respectively annihilate a particle and create an antiparticle in region I while their

counterparts ĉIIk and d̂IIyk do the same in region II.
Arguments similar to those in the scalar case yield the Bogoliubov

transformation

âk

b̂y�k

 !
¼ cos rk �e�i/k sin rk

ei/k sin rk cos rk

 !
ĉIk

d̂IIy�k

 !
ð108Þ

where

cos rk ¼ ½2 coshðpxk=jÞ��1=2 expðpxk=2jÞ; ð109Þ

and xk ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2 þ m2

p
is the frequency of the mode. This transformation can also be

expressed as
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âk

b̂y�k

 !
¼ SþðrkÞ

ĉIk

d̂IIy�k

 !
SyþðrkÞ; ð110Þ

where the unitary operator SþðrkÞ

SþðrkÞ ¼ exp rkðĉIyk d̂IIy�k e
�i/k þ ĉIk d̂

II
�ke

i/k Þ
h i

is the two mode squeezing operator [53].
Similarly, if the Rindler observer’s antiparticle detector is sensitive to a narrow

bandwidth centered about the wavevector �k? then

b̂k

ây�k

 !
¼ cos rk e�i/k sin rk

�ei/k sin rk cos rk

 !
d̂Ik

ĉIIy�k

0
@

1
A: ð111Þ

or

b̂k

ây�k

 !
¼ S�ðrkÞ

d̂Ik

ĉIIy�k

0
@

1
ASy�ðrkÞ; ð112Þ

expressed as a squeezing transformation, where

S�ðrkÞ ¼ exp �rkðd̂Iyk ĉIIy�k e
�i/k þ d̂Ik ĉ

II
�ke

i/kÞ
h i

:

The phase /k can be absorbed into the definitions of the mode operators.
The operators âk and b̂�k, respectively, annihilate the single mode particle and

anti-particle Minkowski vacua

akj0kiþ ¼ 0 and b�kj0�ki� ¼ 0

and so it is reasonable to postulate that the Minkowski particle vacuum for mode
k in terms of Rindler Fock states is given by

j0kiþ ¼
X1
n¼0

An jnkiþI jn�ki�II ; ð113Þ

where

cIkj0kiþI ¼ 0 dII�kj0�ki�II ¼ 0 cIyk j0kiþI ¼ j1kiþI dIIy�k j0�ki�II ¼ j1�ki�II
ð114Þ
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since âk mixes particles in region I and anti-particles in region II. Using (111) yields

0 ¼ akj0kiþ ¼ cos rk cIk � e�i/ sin rk d
IIy
�k

� �X1
n¼0

An jnkiþI jn�ki�II

¼ ðA1 cos rk � A0 e
�i/ sin rkÞ j0kiþI j1�ki�II ) A1 ¼ A0 e

�i/ tan rk

ð115Þ

and normalization þh0kj0kiþ ¼ jA0j2 þ jA1j2 ¼ 1 gives

j0kiþ ¼ cos rk j0kiþI j0�ki�II þ e�i/ sin rk j1kiþI j1�ki�II
¼ cos rk expðtanðrkÞ ĉIyk d̂IIy�k Þj0kiþI j0�ki�II ð116Þ

for the mode-k Minkowski particle vacuum. For all modes the formal expression is

j0iþ ¼
Y
k

cos rk expðtanðrkÞ ĉIyk d̂IIy�k Þj0kiþI j0�ki�II ð117Þ

for the total Minkowski particle vacuum.
In a similar manner, the Minkowski antiparticle vacuum in mode k can be

expressed in the Rindler Fock basis as

j0ki� ¼ cos rk expð� tanðrkÞ d̂Iyk ĉIIy�k Þj0ki�I j0�kiþII
for the kth mode, so giving

j0i� ¼
Y
k

cos rk expð� tanðrkÞ d̂Iyk ĉIIy�k ; Þj0ki�I j0�kiþII

as the formal expression for the total Minkowski antiparticle vacuum.
As with the scalar case, while a Minkowski observer detects only a vacuum

absent of particles, the Rindler observer detects the state

qIk ¼ trIIðj0iþþh0jÞ;

where the trace over all states in region II is carried out as before. The expectation

value of the particle number operator Nk ¼ ĉIyk ĉIk is then

trIðNkq
I
kÞ ¼ trIðĉIyk ĉIkq

I
kÞ ¼ sin2ðrkÞ ¼ 1

e2pxk=j þ 1
;

which is a Fermi-Dirac distribution at temperature
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T ¼ j
2pkB

Note that in both cases that while the frequency with respect to the Rindler time
coordinate T is x, the physical energy of the mode depends on the location of the
accelerating observer, with increasing redshift as X increases. The energy measured
by a given observer is Elocal ¼ x=jX and an outgoing wave packet moving along
lines of constant t þ x will redshift as it gets to larger X.

5.3 Pair Creation

An intuitive argument illustrating how particle creation can take place was recently
given by Mathur [36]. Consider a choice of spacelike slices in which one spatial
region evolves further in time than another, as shown in Fig. 12. This situation is
permitted in generally covariant theories of gravity such as general relativity. Both
slices satisfy the semiclassical (niceness) conditions. No particle creation occurs
classically, but if a quantum field is in the vacuum state ((b) in Fig. 12) then the
created-pair state will be in the state

jwi ¼ w0e
rcybyj0icj0ib ¼ aj0icj0ib þ bj1icj1ib

	 
þ � � � ð118Þ

where w0 and r are coefficients noted above for scalars and spinors, and where
jaj2 þ jbj2 ¼ 1; multi-pair creation has been neglected in the above. In Hawking

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12 Particle creation due to spacetime distortion: the intrinsic geometry of the initial spatial
slice (horizontal line) evolves forward in time differently on the left than on the right, with a
concentration of (classical) matter symbolized by the box at the left. a the evolution is fully
classical and no pairs are created. b the quantum field on the initial slice is in the vacuum, with the
space-time distortion on the next slice creating a pair of quanta
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radiation the created pair is maximally entangled, with jaj ¼ jbj ¼ 1=
ffiffiffi
2

p
, but we

can understand what is going on for arbitrary entanglement. The quantum state of
the entire system is

jWi � jUiM � ðaj0icj0ib þ bj1icj1ibÞ ð119Þ

where jU0iM is the quantum state of the matter, symbolized by the box at the left of
Fig. 12. If l 	 L then the influence of the matter on the created pair can be
neglected (though in principle there is always some influence), and the full state is
well approximated by a tensor product.

The locality assumption ensures that the state W is a tensor product. Small
departures from whatever physics yields the ða; bÞ coefficients are permitted

jWi � ð~ajU0iM þ ~bjU1iMÞ � ððaþ �Þj0icj0ib þ ðb� �Þj1icj1ibÞ ð120Þ

but not states of the form

jWi � ðð~aþ �ÞjU0iM j0ic þ ð~b� �ÞjU1iM j1i1cÞ � ðaj0ib þ bj1ibÞ ð121Þ

where for simplicity the matter is assumed to be a single qubit in one of two
possible states jU0iM or jU1iM . For the former case (120) the entanglement entropy
is, upon tracing over the matter and state c,

Sent ¼ �trc;M ½q ln q�
¼ �ðjaj2 ln jaj þ jbj2 ln jbjÞ þ 2�ðjbj lnð2jbj2Þ � jaj lnð2jaj2ÞÞ
� �2ð6þ 2 lnðjajjbjÞÞ

ð122Þ

which has the value Sent ¼ ln 2� e2ð6� 2 ln 2Þ � ln 2 for maximal entanglement.
However for the latter case (121) the entanglement entropy is

Sent ¼ �trc;M ½q ln q� ¼ 0 ð123Þ

since the state b is a direct product with the remaining states. So for lp 	 l 	 L, the
entanglement entropy is

Sent
ln 2

� 1

����
����	 1 ð124Þ

from pair creation due to space-time distortion when the semiclassical assumptions
are valid.
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5.4 Accelerating Detectors

The arguments underlying the Unruh effect [42] given above depend on the ide-
alization of eternal uniform acceleration. The Rindler horizons are always present in
the spacetime, allowing for a clean transformation of creation and annihilation
operators as in (106) and (108). Of course this idealization cannot be realized in
practice—it is not possible to construct a detector that has been in constant
acceleration for all time. In general neither a Rindler-like spacetime structure nor
the presence of an event horizon is available for physical systems of interest, such
as detectors place in cavities or launched in orbit, and so neither thermality argu-
ments nor geometric properties are of much use in understanding the behaviour of
an accelerating probe. Furthermore, for non-uniform acceleration there is no
timelike Killing vector nor equilibrium condition to define an Unruh temperature
for all times.

So do accelerated detectors get hot? This question was raised over 20 years ago
[54] and has been a subject of increasing interest ever since [55–75]. Physically
there should be no fundamental distinction between nonuniform and uniform
acceleration, and so one expects acceleration radiation, though perhaps not in a
strictly thermal form. The more general question is that of how a detector responds
to changes in its motion, for example from an inertial state to a uniformly accel-
erated state and back again. This more generic case is what one encounters in the
everyday experience of driving a car. However this simple intuitive perspective is
not easy to formulate, because of the lack of an event horizon (from the geometric
viewpoint) and of an equilibrium condition (from the field theoretic viewpoint).
Methods from stochastic field theory indicate that observers experience nonthermal
radiance [55] and recently new methods have been developed that are probing the
details of how accelerating detectors behave in more physically realistic situations
[61, 62, 65, 68, 70, 72, 73]. The emerging results indicate that the temperature
dependence on the changing motion of accelerating detectors contains rather subtle
and interesting features. A recent review of this subject appears in Ref. [76].

6 Black Hole Radiation

The key distinction between radiation emitted from a black hole and that emitted
from a hot material object (such as a lump of coal) is in how the emitted quanta are
generated. A lump of coal emits radiation because the atoms near its surface are
excited, and emit quanta as they fall to states of lower energy. A black hole,
however, emits quanta that arise due to entangled pair creation from the distortion
of space-time, with one partner in the pair remaining inside the black hole and thus
inaccessible to observers outside. Put another way, hot material bodies emit radi-
ation from their constituents whereas black holes pull entangled pairs of quanta out
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of the vacuum as the result of ‘stretching’ a region of a space-like slice. The
situation is illustrated in Fig. 13.

The Schwarzschild black hole metric (2) is

ds2 ¼ � 1� 2M
r

� �
dt2 þ dr2

1� 2M
r

þ r2dX2
2 ð125Þ

upon setting rh ¼ 2M. The space-time (125) is static, and has a Killing vector
n ¼ @t. There is Killing horizon at nana ¼ gtt ¼ 0 (which is r ¼ 2M) so one might
expect some generalization of the situation for uniformly accelerated observers to
apply. This is indeed the case. Analytically continuing t ! is yields the Euclidean
metric

Fig. 13 Creation of correlated pairs outside a black hole: pairs of quanta (symbolized by the
shapes) are created near the event horizon. The collapsing matter on the same corresponding
spatial slices is very far from these pairs
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ds2 ¼ þ 1� 2M
r

� �
ds2 þ dr2

1� 2M
r

þ r2dX2
2 ð126Þ

which appears to diverge at r ¼ 2M. This divergence is actually a bit subtle.
Writing

R ¼
Z

dr
1� 2M

r

¼ r

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 2M

r

r
þM ln

r
M

1þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 2M

r

r !
� 1

 !
ð127Þ

gives

ds2 ¼ þ 1� 2M
rðRÞ

� �
ds2 þ dR2 þ rðRÞ2dX2

2 ð128Þ

from (126). The function rðRÞ is implicitly defined, but can be expanded near
r ¼ 2M, yielding r ¼ 2M þ R2

8M þ � � � and

ds2 � þ R
4M

� �2

ds2 þ dR2 þ ð2MÞ2dX2
2 þ � � � ð129Þ

where terms of order R4=M4 are neglected. We see that the structure of the metric
(128) near r ¼ 2M is actually that of the product of a 2-sphere with a plane written
in polar coordinates whose origin is at r ¼ 2M. The actual geometry of the entire
space is like the product of 2-sphere with a (semi-infinite) cigar whose tip is at
r ¼ 2M, shown in Fig. 14. The singularity at r ¼ 2M is actually the singularity at
the tip of a cone if s is an angular coordinate (as we anticipate for describing
thermal states).

If we are to apply the KMS condition, we must eliminate this singularity. The
only way to do so is to set the period of s so that r ¼ 2M is indeed the origin of a
plane and not the tip of a cone. Hence the quantity s=4M must have period 2p, or s
must have period 8pM. Taking the Euclidean Green’s function GðDs;~x;~yÞ to define

r

r = 2M

Fig. 14 Euclidean schwarzschild solution: a depiction of the ‘cigar’ shape of the Schwarzschild
space-time. The conical singularity at the r ¼ 2M tip is removed only for the particular choice
8pM for the period of the Euclidean time s
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a quantum state on this space and then analytically continuing it to obtain a two-
point function on the original Lorentzian black hole spacetime, (2), the resulting
two-point function G8pMðDt;~x;~yÞ will satisfy the KMS condition for the same
reasons as in the Rindler case. This state, defined by analytic continuation from the
Euclidean black hole, is known as the Hartle-Hawking state. It is a thermal state at
temperature T ¼ j=2p, where j ¼ 1=4M is the surface gravity of the black hole.

The temperature is set by the requirement that the Euclidean counterpart of the
black hole space-time is smooth at the horizon. This requirement is quite general
and holds for a broad variety of black holes. The metric of any static black hole can
be written as

ds2 ¼ �f ðrÞdt2 þ dr2

gðrÞ þ r2dX2
2 ! þf ðrÞds2 þ dr2

gðrÞ þ r2dX2
2 ð130Þ

where the latter relation follows the analytic continuation t ! is. If there is a black
hole, then f and g both vanish linearly at the same point r ¼ rþ, which is the event
horizon. Hence f ðrÞ ¼ ðr � rþÞf 0þ þ � � � ; gðrÞ ¼ ðr � rþÞg0þ þ � � �, and

ds2 ¼ R2 g
0
þf

0
þ

4
ds2 þ dR2 þ r2þdX

2
2 þ � � � ð131Þ

where R ¼ R dr= ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gðrÞp

and the prime denotes an r-derivative. The metric (131)
will be smooth at the horizon provided

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g0þf 0þ

p
s=2 has period 2p. Applying the

KMS criterion implies b ¼ 2p=j, or that the Hartle-Hawking state has temperature
T ¼ j=2p, where

j2 ¼ �12ranbranbjr¼rþ ¼ gðrÞðf 0ðrÞÞ2
4f ðrÞ jr¼rþ ¼ g0þf

0
þ

4
ð132Þ

yields the surface gravity at the horizon.
The Hartle-Hawking state functions as the vacuum state of the Schwarzschild

black hole (2). In flat Minkowski space there was a natural choice of vacuum since
the Killing vector n ¼ @t was globally defined. No such globally defined timelike
Killing vector exists for the metric (2), or for any metric in the class (130). However
it can be shown [40] that the unique Hadamard state invariant under the action of
n ¼ @t for a free scalar field on the Schwarzschild geometry is the thermal state at
temperature T ¼ j=2p. This singles out the Hartle-Hawking state as the preferred
vacuum, and only scalar thermal radiation at this temperature can be in equilibrium
with the black hole.

Unfortunately this is an unstable equilibrium. The specific heat CV ¼ @M=@T ¼
�8pM2 of the black hole is negative: as it radiates its temperature rises, and it emits
more radiation than it absorbs. Furthermore, since the Hartle-Hawking state is
symmetric under time-reversal, its boundary conditions are such that it describes
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equal fluxes of ingoing and outgoing radiation, a rather unrealistic situation for an
actual black hole even at late times.

So the black hole solution (2) is illustratively useful in describing black hole
radiation, but is limited in its physical relevance. Fortunately other options are
available for understanding this phenomenon. Hawking’s original calculation [10]
was for a free scalar field propagating in a classical background spacetime
describing gravitational collapse of matter to a Schwarzschild black hole. Prior to
collapse the scalar is initially in its vacuum state. At late times, long after the black
hole has formed, the positive frequency mode function corresponding to a particle
state is traced backwards in time to determine its positive and negative frequency
parts in the asymptotic past. The expected number of particles at infinity corre-
sponds to emission from a perfect black body (of finite size) at the temperature
T ¼ j=2p. Other than in justifying use of the background space-time, nowhere are
any gravitational field equations employed in this calculation. Furthermore, the
results are mathematically well defined: no divergences arise and so there is no need
for regularization or renormalization. A collapse situation is well approximated by
the eternal black hole (2) but with boundary conditions in which the field is
Hadamard only on the future horizon. This is called the Unruh state.

The calculation is quite robust, and can be generalized in a number of ways.
First, once the collapsing matter has passed through the event horizon, the black
hole will “settle down” to a stationary final state satisfying the 0th law of black hole
mechanics. The geometry of any small neighbourhood of the future event horizon
will therefore approximate flat space, stationary observers outside the black hole
will approximate flat-space Rindler observers, and the result will again follow.
Second, the initial state of the field need not be the vacuum state, but can be any
Hadamard state. Indeed, if an invariant Hadamard state exists on a stationary
spacetime with a bifurcate Killing horizon, it is a KMS state with temperature
T ¼ j=2p [40]. Third, not only does the expected particle number per mode agree
with the black body prediction at temperature T, but all aspects of the final state at
late times correspond to (possibly rotating) black body thermal radiation emanating
from the black hole at temperature T [77].

While the preceding considerations are quite promising, there are a number of
caveats and assumptions underlying the calculations of black hole temperature [35, 36].

A1 Invariant Hadamard states do not exist for all stationary black holes. The
Kerr solution, describing a rotating black hole, is one such example, and as a
consequence has a super-radiant instability [78–80].
A2 Asymptotically flat black holes will lose mass as they radiate, invalidating
the late-time stationarity assumption. However the outgoing radiation will only
carry an appreciable fraction of the mass over timescales t�ðM=MPÞ3 [81].
A3 One of the most crucial assumptions is that the quantum state of the field is
regular (Hadamard) at the horizon: its local behaviour at the horizon is the same
as it would be in the Minkowski vacuum. This is an application of the equiv-
alence principle, that locally (on sufficiently short time and distance scales)
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gravity and acceleration are indistinguishable. Freely-falling observers near the
horizon should not see any unusual behaviour in high-energy processes. This is
sometimes call the “no drama” assumption.

The no-drama assumption is somewhat paradoxical. An observer distant from a
black hole formed from collapse who detects a mode at any finite frequency xf will
realize that it has been redshifted. This must mean that it had a very large frequency
in the past when it was propagating near the event horizon, of order x ¼ ejtxf

where t is the time it takes for the mode to reach the distant observer: the mode is
blueshifted in the past. There is no past horizon (or other obvious physical effect) to
provide a compensating effect for a mode propagating through the collapsing matter
from the asymptotic past. Within a time scale of order 1=j of the black hole’s
formation, the intermediate steps of the derivation implicitly involve propagation of
trans-Planckian modes, modes that are much higher that the Planck frequency
xP ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
c5=�hG

p
� 1043 s�1. This suggests lots of drama, since it is difficult to

believe in the reliability of free-field theory (or any other known physical theory) at
such high frequencies/energies [82].

Extensive study of this trans-Planckian problem [83–91] suggests that, despite
the above, Hawking radiation is actually a low-energy phenomenon. Studies of
quantized sound waves in a fluid undergoing supersonic flow indicate that a sonic
analogue of the Hawking effect is present here as well. There is also a past-blueshift
effect that renders invalid the continuum fluid equations that described the situation
in the first place. However modifying these equations to yield a dispersion relation
that is altered at ultra-high frequencies to alleviate this problem still yields sonic
Hawking radiation. A variety of alternative models that significantly modify the

Fig. 15 Mode stretching: a
Fourier mode created on some
slice is stretched as it evolves
to later slices. This eventually
leads to a distorted waveform,
resulting in particle creation
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continuum fluid equations at high energies have verified this, and a recent exper-
iment with water waves [92] is in accord with the basic theoretical predictions.

The low-energy character of Hawking radiation appears to emerge from the
behaviour of the field in the WKB regime [93]. Moving backward in time, the past-
blueshift effect will bring the field into the WKB regime before it enters the trans-
Planckian regime. The WKB approximation remains valid throughout the evolution
provided the Hawking temperature is much smaller than the trans-Planckian scale
(the scale at which the modified dispersion relation is relevant). The outgoing
radiation does not come about because of any interaction with other degrees of
freedom but rather is a consequence of the tidal disruption (or space-time distortion)
of free-field evolution by stretching the wavelengths. The major ingredient of
Hawking radiation appears to be a “tearing apart” of the waves into an outgoing
(positive norm) component and its infalling (negative norm) partner (Fig. 15).

6.1 Tunnelling

An intuitive picture, developed in recent years, was the notion that black hole
radiation can be understood as a quantum tunnelling process [94]. Unlike other

I

l

l lll
ll
l

Fig. 16 Diagram of contours between black hole and observer for both outgoing and incoming
trajectories
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tunnelling processes, in which two separated classical turning points are joined by a
trajectory in imaginary time, the outgoing particle itself creates the tunnelling
barrier. Its trajectory is from the inside of the black hole to the outside, a classically
forbidden process. Many papers have been written on this subject and a review
recently appeared describing the state of research in this area [95].

The simplest case for exemplifying this process is to consider scalar particles.
The idea is to apply the WKB approximation to the Klein-Gordon equation, solving
it with the ansatz u / expðiI�hÞ and then integrating the action I along the classically
forbidden trajectory, which starts inside the horizon and finishes at the outside
observer (usually at infinity) [96, 97]. The equation will have a simple pole located
at the horizon (since the trajectory is classically forbidden), and complex path
analysis can be applied to do the integration [98], appropriately avoiding the pole
[99]. The part of the trajectory that starts outside the black hole and continues to the
observer will not contribute to the final tunnelling probability and can be safely
ignored (shown in Fig. 16). This finally gives

C / juj2 ¼ exp � 2=½I�
�h

� �
¼ exp �bEð Þ ð133Þ

for the semi-classical tunnelling probability for the emitted particle, the form of the
latter part following from the assumed stationarity of the space-time. The parameter
b is interpreted as the inverse temperature of the black hole, and =½I� is the
imaginary part of the action.

Consider a general (non-extremal) black hole metric of the form

ds2 ¼ �f ðrÞdt2 þ dr2

gðrÞ þ CðrÞhijdxidx j ð134Þ

Applying the WKB approximation via the ansatz

uðt; r; xiÞ ¼ exp½ i
�h
Iðt; r; xiÞ þ I1ðt; r; xiÞ þ Oð�hÞ�

yields from the Klein Gordon equation (46)

gab@a@bu� m2

�h2
u ¼ 0 ð135Þ

(restoring the factors of �h) the Hamilton-Jacobi equation

� gab@aI@bI þ m2� þ Oð�hÞ ¼ 0 ð136Þ

to lowest order in �h. Explicitly this equation is
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�ð@tIÞ2
f ðrÞ þ gðrÞð@rIÞ2 þ hij

CðrÞ @iI@jI þ m2 ¼ 0 ð137Þ

and has a solution of the form

I ¼ �Et þWðrÞ þ JðxiÞ þ K ð138Þ

where

@tI ¼ �E; @rI ¼ W 0ðrÞ; @iI ¼ Ji

and K and the Ji’s are constant (K can be complex). Since n ¼ @t is the timelike
killing vector with unit norm at infinity, E is the energy of the particle as detected
by an observer at infinity. Solving (137) for WðrÞ yields

W�ðrÞ ¼ �
Z

drffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f ðrÞgðrÞp

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E2 � f ðrÞ m2 þ hijJiJj

CðrÞ
� �s

ð139Þ

as the two possible solutions. One solution corresponds to scalar particles moving
away from the black hole (i.e. +outgoing) and the other solution corresponds to
particles moving toward the black hole (i.e. –incoming).

The imaginary parts of the action arise either because of the pole at the horizon
or from the imaginary part of K. The probabilities of crossing the horizon each way
are proportional to

Prob½out� / exp½� 2
�h
ImI� ¼ exp½� 2

�h
ðImWþ þ ImKÞ� ð140Þ

Prob½in� / exp½� 2
�h
ImI� ¼ exp½� 2

�h
ðImW� þ ImKÞ� ð141Þ

Ensuring that any incoming particles crossing the horizon have a 100 % chance
of entering the black hole, we set ImK ¼ �ImW�. Since Wþ ¼ �W�, the proba-
bility of a particle tunnelling from inside to outside the horizon is:

C / exp½� 4
�h
ImWþ� ð142Þ

If one starts with an ansatz that does not contain the constant K, then the ratio of
outgoing and incoming rates (140) and (141) gives the correct net tunnelling rate
(142).

Integrating (139) for Wþ around the pole at the horizon (and setting �h ¼ 1)
yields [97]
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Wþ ¼ piEffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g0ðr0Þf 0ðr0Þ

p ð143Þ

where the imaginary part of Wþ is now manifest. This leads to the tunnelling
probability

C ¼ exp½� 4pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f 0ðr0Þg0ðr0Þ

p E� ð144Þ

implying upon using (133)

TH ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f 0ðr0Þg0ðr0Þ

p
4p

j
2p

ð145Þ

the usual Hawking temperature consistent with (132).
One of the more useful features of the tunnelling approach is that it can be

extended straightforwardly to particles of any spin [100–102]. A black hole is
expected to radiate all types of particles as though it were a black body at tem-
perature t ¼ j=2p, and so the emission spectrum of a black hole is expected to
contain particles of all spins [103, 104]. Prior to the advent of the tunnelling method
there were almost no calculations for fermion emission from black holes, apart from
a model in 2 dimensions [105, 106] and an approach using a generalized tortoise
coordinate transformation (GTCT) [107–110].

Consider first Rindler spacetime. Instead of the metric (79), set j2X2 ¼ j2Z2 � 1
to obtain

ds2 ¼ �f ðZÞdT2 þ dZ2

gðZÞ þ
Xy
i¼x

dWi dWi f ðZÞ ¼ j2Z2 � 1

gðzÞ ¼ j2Z2 � 1

j2Z2

ð146Þ

so chosen for its convenience in extending the technique to non-rotating black
holes. The Dirac equation is:

icaDawþ m
�h
w ¼ 0 ð147Þ

where:

Da ¼ @a þ Xa Xa ¼ 1
2
iCa b

a Rab Rab ¼ 1
4
i½ca; cb� ð148Þ

and the ca matrices satisfy fca; cbg ¼ 2gab � I and can be chosen as
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ct ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f ðZÞp 0 1

�1 0

� �
cW1 ¼ 0 r1

r1 0

� �
cW2 ¼ 0 r2

r2 0

� �

cz ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gðZÞ

p 0 r3

r3 0

� � ð149Þ

and the r0s are the Pauli Sigma Matrices.
If the detector measures spin along the Z direction (the direction of the accel-

erating observer) then the ansatz

w"ðT;W1;W2;ZÞ ¼ AðT;W1;W2;ZÞn"
BðT;W1;W2;ZÞn"

� �
exp

i
�h
I"ðT;W1;W2;ZÞ

� �
ð150Þ

w#ðT;W1;W2;ZÞ ¼ CðT;W1;W2;ZÞn#
DðT;W1;W2;ZÞn#

� �
exp

i
�h
I#ðT;W1;W2;ZÞ

� �
ð151Þ

will ensure that w"=# are eigenvectors

SZ ¼ ezi S
i ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gðZÞ

p �h
2

r3 0
0 r3

� �

where

Si ¼ �h
2

ri 0
0 ri

� �

and n"=# are the eigenvectors of r3. At the location of the Rindler observer gðZÞ ¼ 1
so the spin in the Z-direction (and thus the helicity) will be measured as ��h=2.

Applying the WKB approximation (150), the Dirac Equation becomes

�B
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f ðZÞp @T I" þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gðZÞ

p
@ZI"

 !
þ Am ¼ 0 B @W1 I" þ i@W2 I"

	 
 ¼ 0

ð152Þ

A
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f ðZÞp @TI" �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gðZÞ

p
@ZI"

 !
þ Bm ¼ 0 A @W1 I" þ i@W2 I"

	 
 ¼ 0 ð153Þ

to leading order in �h. Although A, B are not constant, their derivatives (and the
components Xa) are all of order Oð�hÞ and so can be neglected to lowest order in the
WKB approximation we employ.
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When m 6¼ 0 the first of Eqs. (152) and (153) couple whereas they decouple
when m ¼ 0. Using an ansatz similar to that of (138)

I" ¼ �ETþWðZÞ þ Pð~WÞ ð154Þ

gives

�B
�Effiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f ðZÞp þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gðZÞ

p
W 0ðZÞ

 !
þ mA ¼ 0 � BðPW1 þ iPW1Þ ¼ 0 ð155Þ

�A
Effiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f ðZÞp þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gðZÞ

p
W 0ðZÞ

 !
þ mB ¼ 0 � AðPW1 þ iPW2Þ ¼ 0 ð156Þ

upon insertion into Eqs. (152, 153), considering only positive frequency contributions
without loss of generality. Equations (155) and (156) both yield ðPW1 þ iPW2Þ ¼ 0
regardless of A or B, implying

Pð~WÞ ¼ hðW1 þ iW2Þ ð157Þ

where h is some arbitrary function.
Consider first m ¼ 0. The reminder of Eqs. (155) and (156) then have two

possible solutions

A ¼ 0 and W 0ðZÞ ¼ W 0
þðZÞ ¼

Effiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f ðZÞgðZÞp ð158Þ

B ¼ 0 and W 0ðZÞ ¼ W 0
�ðZÞ ¼

�Effiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f ðZÞgðZÞp ð159Þ

corresponding to motion away from (+) and toward (−) the horizon, chosen to be at
Z ¼ 1=j.

It is straightforward to show that the solution ½A; 0; 0; 0� is an eigenvector of
c5 ¼ icTcW1cW2cZ with negative eigenvalue. Its spin and momentum vectors are
therefore opposite, consistent with the fact that the particle is moving toward the
horizon with spin up. It will also have negative helicity since p̂r is in the negative
r-direction, consistent with left-handed chirality. The solution ½0; 0;B; 0� is also an
eigenvector of c5 with positive eigenvalue; its spin and momentum vectors are
therefore in the same direction, consistent with the particle being spin up and
moving away from the horizon, and with positive helicity (right handed chirality).

Hence with the Rindler horizon at Z ¼ 1=j, the (�) cases correspond to out-
going/incoming solutions of the same spin. Neither of these cases is an antiparticle
solution since positive frequency modes have been assumed in the ansatz. The ratio
of emission probabilities is
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C / Prob½out�
Prob½in� ¼ exp½�2ðImWþ þ Im hÞ�

exp½�2ðImW� þ Im hÞ� ¼ exp½�2ðImWþ � ImW�Þ

¼ exp½�4ImWþ� ð160Þ

using reasoning similar to the scalar case. Note that, other than the trivial P ¼ 0
solution, Pð~WÞ must be complex and so yields a contribution for both incoming and
outgoing solutions. However these are the same and so cancel out in the ratio.

Solving for Wþ by integrating around the pole

WþðZÞ ¼
Z

EdZffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f ðZÞgðZÞp ¼ piEffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

g0ðZ0Þf 0ðZ0Þ
p ¼ pE

2j
ð161Þ

yields the resulting tunnelling probability C ¼ exp½� 2p
j E� and so recovering

TH ¼ j
2p

ð162Þ

which is the Unruh temperature.
For the massive case the first of Eqs. (155) and (156) no longer decouple.

Eliminating the function W 0ðZÞ from the two equations gives

A
B
¼ �E � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

E2 þ m2f ðZÞp
m

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f ðZÞp

where

lim
Z!Z0

�E þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E2 þ m2f ðZÞp

m
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f ðZÞp

 !
¼ 0 lim

Z!Z0

�E � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E2 þ m2f ðZÞp

m
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f ðZÞp

 !
¼ �1

ð163Þ

after some manipulation. Hence either A
B ! 0 or A

B ! �1 at the horizon, implying
either A ! 0 or B ! 0.

Solving the first of Eqs. (155, 156) for each of these possibilities yields

W 0ðZÞ ¼
W 0

þðZÞ ¼ Effiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f ðZÞgðZÞ

p 1þA2

B2

	 

1�A2

B2

	 
 A ! 0

W 0
�ðZÞ ¼ �Effiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

f ðZÞgðZÞ
p 1þB2

A2

	 

1�B2

A2

	 
 B ! 0

0
BBB@ ð164Þ

Since the extra contributions vanish at the horizon, the result of integrating
around the pole for W in the massive case is the same as the massless case and the
Unruh temperature is recovered for the fermionic Rindler vacuum.
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The spin-down case proceeds in a manner fully analogous to the spin-up case
discussed above, apart from some changes of sign. Due to the statistical nature of
the heat bath there should be no net angular momentum is imparted to the accel-
erating detector—on average there are as many spin up particles as spin down
particles detected. For both the massive and massless cases the Unruh temperature
(162) is obtained, implying that both spin up and spin down particles are emitted at
the same rate.

The black hole case follows the same procedure as the Rindler case. It is
instructive to see how this works in Painlevé coordinates that are not singular at the
horizon, indicating that the tunnelling emission rate is not an artifact of a bad choice
of coordinates.

The generic static black hole metric

ds2 ¼ �f ðrÞd~t2 þ dr2

gðrÞ þ r2ðdh2 þ sin2ðhÞd/2Þ ð165Þ

under the transformation

~t ¼ t �
Z ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� g rð Þ
f rð Þg rð Þ

s
dr ð166Þ

becomes

ds2 ¼ �f ðrÞdt2 þ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f ðrÞ
gðrÞ

s ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� gðrÞ

p
drdt þ dr2 þ r2dX2 ð167Þ

which is the Painlevé form of a spherically symmetric metric. In these coordinates
the spatial geometry is flat at any fixed time, and at any fixed radius the boundary
geometry for the Painlevé metric is exactly the same as that of the unaltered black
hole metric (165). This form of the metric is a very convenient to employ in black
hole tunnelling calculations, since the imaginary part of the action for the incoming
solution is zero.

Choosing

ct ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f ðrÞp 0 1þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� gðrÞp
r3

�1þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� gðrÞp

r3 0

 !

cr ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gðrÞ

p 0 r3

r3 0

� �
ch ¼ 1

r
0 r1

r1 0

� �
c/ ¼ 1

r sin h
0 r2

r2 0

� �

as the representation for the c matrices, it is easy to show that
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c5 ¼ ictcrchc/ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gðrÞ
f ðrÞ

s
1

r2 sin h
�1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� gðrÞp
r3 0

0 þ1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� gðrÞp

r3

� �

is the expression for c5.
Analogous to the Rindler case, spin will be measured along the r-direction—

positive/negative-spin is along the positive/negative r-directions respectively. This
suggests the ansatz

w"ðt; r; h;/Þ ¼
Aðt; r; h;/Þn"
Bðt; r; h;/Þn"

" #
exp

i
�h
I"ðt; r; h;/Þ

� �

w#ðt; x; y; zÞ ¼
Cðt; r; h;/Þn#
Dðt; r; h;/Þn#

" #
exp

i
�h
I#ðt; r; h;/Þ

� � ð168Þ

and n"=# the eigenvectors of r3 as before. Employing further the ansatz

I" ¼ �Et þWðrÞ þ Jðh;/Þ ð169Þ

yields from the Dirac equation

B
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f ðrÞp 1þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� gðrÞ

p� �
E �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gðrÞ

p
W 0ðrÞ

 !
þ Am ¼ 0 ð170Þ

�A
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f ðrÞp 1�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� gðrÞ

p� �
E þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gðrÞ

p
W 0ðrÞ

 !
þ Bm ¼ 0 ð171Þ

along with the equation

Jh þ 1
sin h

iJ/

� �
¼ 0 ð172Þ

implying that Jðh;/Þ must be a complex function. The same solution for J is
obtained for both the outgoing and incoming cases, analogous to the Rindler case.

For m ¼ 0 Eqs. (169) and (17) have two possible solutions:

W 0ðrÞ ¼ W 0
�ðrÞ ¼

�E 1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� gðrÞp	 


ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f ðrÞgðrÞp ð173Þ

for A ¼ 0 and B ¼ 0 respectively with Wþ=� corresponding to outward/inward
solutions. In these coordinates W 0

þ has a pole at the horizon whereas but W 0
� does
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not. Instead it has a well defined limit at the horizon, implying its imaginary part is
zero, yielding Prob ½in� ¼ 1. The overall tunnelling probability is thus

C / Prob ½out� / exp½�2=Wþ� ¼ exp � 4pEffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g0ðr0Þf 0ðr0Þ

p
" #

ð174Þ

and so the Hawking Temperature

TH ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f 0ðr0Þg0ðr0Þ

p
4p

ð175Þ

is recovered. The same result holds for m 6¼ 0, as can be seen by solving (169) and
(170) for A and B: either A ! 0 as r ! r0 or B ! 0 as r ! r0, and the manipu-
lations then follow the same path as for the m 6¼ 0 Rindler case.

The tunnelling approach is one of the few methods that can actually calculate
spin-1/2 fermion radiation [100, 101], and can be extended to particles of higher-
spin [102]. In this sense it is superior to the Wick rotation methods employed
above, which can only model a black hole at equilibrium with a scalar particle heat
bath. However one of the assumptions of this semi-classical calculation is to neglect
any change of angular momentum of the black hole due to the spin of the emitted
particle. This should be a good approximation for black holes masses much larger
than the Planck mass. Statistically, particles of opposite spin will be emitted in
equal numbers, yielding no net change in the angular momentum of the black hole,
though second-order statistical fluctuations will be present.

6.2 Black Hole Entropy

One of the puzzles of black hole thermodynamics is the meaning of black hole
entropy. In non-gravitational thermodynamic systems (with which we have
‘everyday’ experience), entropy refers to the degree of disorder in a system. It is a
measure of the number of specific ways in which a thermodynamic system may be
arranged, or the degree to which the probability of a given system is distributed
over its different possible microstates; the more states available, the greater the
entropy of the system. As noted above in Eq. (122), it a logarithmic measure of the
number of states:

Sent ¼ �kB
X
i

pi lnðpiÞ ð176Þ

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and pi is the probability that the system is in the
i-th microstate [111]. If occupation of any state is equally probable, then pi ¼ 1=N
for each i, and so
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Sent ¼ �kB lnðNÞ ð177Þ

which is the more familiar definition from introductory textbooks.
For non-gravitational systems the mircostates are understood in terms of the

degrees of freedom of the system: the positions and velocities of the molecules in a
gas, for example. But for a black hole it is not at all clear what the degrees of
freedom are, and a huge literature has been devoted to this subject. Indeed, for
approximately two decades after the introduction of black hole entropy the relation
Sbh ¼ A=4 from the laws of black hole mechanics was derivable only by integrating
the formula dE ¼ TdS from the first law of thermodynamics (32) using the tem-
perature-mass relation T ¼ j=2p. This only gave the entropy up to an additive
constant, which could be fixed by relating it to the black hole instanton in the
Euclidean path integral [112], itself a rather mysterious procedure.

Further clues came upon studying the pair production of black holes [113–116].
If indeed black hole entropy counts degrees of freedom, then the number of
quantum states of a black hole is given by

Nbh ¼ expðSbhÞ ð178Þ

and is finite. In the pair-production of black holes due to some process (e.g. cos-
mological expansion [115], one would expect the production rate to be proportional
to the number of independent black hole states produced, and so the pair production
amplitude should be multiplied by the factor Nbh, just as particle/antiparticle pairs
produced in a background electromagnetic field have a production rate that grows
as the number of particle species produced via the Schwinger process [117]. This
was shown to take place in a broad variety of circumstances for a wide range of
black holes [5, 113–116, 118–120], providing strong circumstantial evidence for
the validity of (177).

However there is still no consensus as to what the physical degrees of freedom
are for a black hole, with a number of interpretations remaining open.

Internal states of matter and gravity The laws of black hole mechanics suggest
that a black hole with particular values of M, J, and Q can be formed in many
ways, and that the entropy of the black hole is given by the internal states of the
various matter and gravitational configurations that could have formed it [121].
Brick Wall Model The idea here is that there is a gas of quanta forming a
thermal atmosphere near the black hole, whose entropy is the entropy of the
black hole [122]. This atmosphere is prevented from making contact with the
horizon via a boundary condition referred to as a “brick wall” [123]. The
entropy is found to be proportional to the horizon area, but with infinite coef-
ficient, and so a renormalization of sorts is required here as well. This approach
works in any dimension [124].
Entropy of entanglement An external observer cannot access the interior state
of the black hole, so the only meaningful exterior quantum states are reduced
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states for which the internal degrees of freedom have been traced out. In general
the degrees of any quantum field external to the horizon should be entangled
with those inside the black hole, and so even if the global state of the field was
pure (and therefore of zero entropy), such reduced states will be mixed, with
non-zero entropy. This entanglement entropy is indeed proportional to the
horizon area (as required), but with a coefficient that diverges at short distance,
requiring renormalization by physical arguments [125, 126].
Noether Charge A geometric argument, valid in theories of gravity more
general than general relativity (e.g. that include higher-curvature terms in the
action), has been put forward that indicates black hole entropy is the Noether
charge of the diffeomorphism symmetry. When the gravitational action is of first
order in the curvature (as in general relativity) the relation S ¼ A=4 is repro-
duced, but in higher-curvature theories this formula is modified [127].
Horizon gravitational states Perhaps the degrees of freedom are not inside the
black hole, but instead reside on its horizon. The algebra of constraints in
general relativity at a black hole horizon, regarded as a boundary, acquires a
central extension that contains a natural Virasoro sub-algebra; this can be used
to obtain the correct entropy of a black hole in any dimension via Cardy’s
formula [128].
String Excitations The idea here is that string theory is the underlying theory of
quantum gravity and that black hole entropy counts the number of states or
excitations of a fundamental string. The first direct demonstration of this idea
was in the context of five-dimensional extreme black holes [129]. The approach
is to begin with an extremal black hole and compute its entropy. In string theory,
extremal black holes are strong coupling analogs of BPS states, and by reducing
the string coupling g one obtains a weakly coupled system of strings (and
branes) with the same charge. A count of the number of BPS states in the system
at this weak coupling yields NBPS ¼ expðSbhÞ, providing (albeit in this restricted
context) a microscopic derivation of (177). Unlike previous attempts to explain
black hole entropy, the counting of states is carried out in flat spacetime, where
there is no horizon. This calculation was subsequently extended to include both
rotation and near-extremal black holes [130], and to include quantum correc-
tions [131].
Quantum Geometric Excitations In the context of Loop Quantum Gravity
[132, 133] the entropy of a black hole can be understood as being related to the
number of quantum black hole degrees of freedom described by a Chern-Simons
field theory on the horizon [134]. The approach here is to isolate a sector of the
classical theory corresponding to black holes and find its associated phase space
description. Upon quantizing this phase space, the quantum states describing the
horizon geometry can be identified; their statistical mechanical entropy yields
the expected entropy of the black hole. This approach is not restricted to ex-
tremal or near-extremal black holes, though it does require choosing a particular
parameter (the Immirzi parameter) appropriately.
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It should be clear from the above that there is no consensus as to what the
underlying degrees of freedom are for a black hole. Our present understanding of
this circumstantial evidence has yet to lead to a resolution of the most baffling of
paradoxes associated with black holes: the Information Paradox, and its descendant,
the Firewall problem.

7 The Information Paradox

The no-drama assumption is tantamount to assuming the horizon of the black hole
is ‘information-free’: that field modes with wavelengths lp 	 k.M are described
by curved space-time quantum field theory on the black hole background. We have
seen that the notion of a particle is contingent on what the vacuum, or ‘empty space’
is taken to be. Modes with wavelengths k smaller than the curvature scale R will
yield differing definitions of particle quanta, but the difference between definitions
will consist of about 1 quanta for wavelengths as large as the curvature scale, k�R.
For black holes R�M and so different particle-definitions will differ by about 1
quanta for wavelength k�M, but by a negligible number of quanta for wavelengths
k\kM, where k� 10�1. Hence a robust notion of vacuum, or empty space, is well
defined for such wavelengths: no modes are present for lp 	 k\kM.

In illustrating the information paradox, the assumptions A1–A3 will be assumed
to hold, and so it will be sufficient to employ the metric (2). At late times this can
describe a collapsing black hole, formed perhaps by a shell of matter or a ball of
dust. Since this metric has a singularity at r ¼ 0, spacelike slices must avoid this
singularity or else the niceness conditions will not hold, undermining the calcula-
tions yielding black hole radiation.

These slices will be chosen to obey the following criteria [36]

Outside ΣO Slices are at t = constant for r[ 4M; this portion is outside the black
hole

Inside ΣI Slices are at r = constant for M=2\r\ 3M=2; this portion is inside
the black hole. This segment will be smoothly extended to r ¼ 0 at
early times before the singularity has formed

Connect ΣC The preceding two segments are joined by a smooth connecting
segment C; this portion crosses the event horizon. The spatio-
temporal dimensions of this segment are both of size �M

thereby respecting the niceness conditions. Nowhere does the slice Rðt; r; CÞ ¼
RO [ RI [ RC go near the singularity, and the appropriate connecting segment can
always be appropriately chosen.

Each slice is contingent on the choice of time, and it is essential that the slices
smoothly evolve into each other (not merging or crossing). If R0 ¼ Rðt0; r0; C0Þ
describes an initial slice, then a subsequent slice is R1 ¼ Rðt1; r1; C1Þ ¼
Rðt0 þ dt; r0 þ dr; C0 þ dCÞ. Increasing t0 and r0 respectively correspond to for-
ward evolution outside and inside the black hole. The geometry of the connecting
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segments can be taken to be the same for all slices provided dr 	 M is sufficiently
small. This has the consequence that the constant-r segments of the slices become
increasingly longer since the constant-t parts outside the horizon are further in the
future.

Foliating the space-time with these slices Rðt; r; CÞ along a unit timelike normal
ua (with zero shift vector) indicates that only the connecting segment C becomes
stretched. The segment RO advances forward in time with lapse function
N ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� 2M=r
p

, and the segment RI will remain unchanged in its intrinsic
geometry provided dr is sufficiently small, though its length increases. The con-
necting segment RC must therefore stretch since it has to evolve to cover the
additional part of RI and the connecting segment of the next slice.

The slicing is therefore time-dependent since it must cover both the outside and
inside of the black hole; it therefore depends on the temporal coordinate r on the
inside of the hole. The Kretschmann scalar and all other measures of curvature are
small for all slices in this evolution. It is the time-dependent stretching of RC, and
not large-curvature effects, that yields particle production. This choice of slicing
(and its resultant stretching) is a necessary consequence of the existence of the black
hole. It is not an option in flat space-time: any such choice will necessarily force the
slices to eventually become null and then timeline at some point in the evolution.
Since spatial and temporal directions interchange roles for a black hole, the slices
always remain space like. The stretching of the slices is localized to a region in the
vicinity of the horizon: a field mode in this region will become increasingly
stretched to longer wavelengths, generating particles for as long as the assumptions
concerning the use of (2) are valid.

The particle creation scenario proceeds along the following lines. The quantum
state on the initial slice R0 is that of the matter field jUðt; rÞi that will later form the
black hole. This can be taken to be a sharply-peaked wavepacket that in the clas-
sical limit describes a shell of collapsing matter. Prior to formation of the black hole
no particles are created since the entire slice is outside of the black hole. Upon
formation of the black hole the quantum state is jUi. On some subsequent slice
there will be sufficient stretching of region RC to create a pair of quanta of suffi-
ciently short wavelength k ¼ 2p=k. The matter state jUi will be localized in RI and
so will be negligibly affected by this process. The quantum state on this slice will
therefore be

jWi1 �
1ffiffiffi
2

p jUiI1 � ðj0kiþI1 j0�ki�O1
þ j1kiþI1 j1�ki�O1

Þ ð179Þ

using, for example, (117) near the horizon, where the subscripts I/O refer to inside/
outside the horizon. An outside observer has no access to the states inside, and so
must employ the reduced density matrix
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qO1
¼ trI½jWihWj� ¼

1
2 0
0 1

2

� �
ð180Þ

in describing the physics of the outside state. The entanglement entropy of the
outside state with the state inside the black hole is

Sent ¼ �tr qO1
ln qO1

�  ¼ 2� 1
2
ln 2 ¼ 2 ln 2 ð181Þ

On the next slice the process repeats. The inside state jwiI moves into region RI

and the matter state jUiI1 moves deeper into this region, becoming the state jUiI2 .
The outside state jwiO moves into region RO. The additional stretching of region RC

creates a new pair, yielding the state

jWi2 �
1ffiffiffi
2

p jUiI2 � ðj0kiþI1 j0�ki�O1
þ j1kiþI1 j1�ki�O1

Þ � ðj0kiþI2 j0�ki�O2

þ j1kiþI2 j1�ki�O2
Þ ð182Þ

assuming the stretching region has negligible influence on the first pair of states.
The reduced density matrix is now

Fig. 17 Mode evolution: Long wavelength modes (dashed) and short wavelength modes (solid)
created on the same slice generate created pairs differently. The long wavelength modes get
distorted earlier, creating an entangled pair first ðjoutsidei1; jinsidei1Þ. The short wavelength
modes take longer to distort, and so the pairs they create ðjoutsidei2; jinsidei2Þ emerge later
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qO2
¼ trI½jWihWj� ¼

1
4 0 0 0
0 1

4 0 0
0 0 1

4 0
0 0 0 1

4

0
BB@

1
CCA ð183Þ

and

Sent ¼ �tr qO2
ln qO2

�  ¼ 4� 1
4
ln 4 ¼ 4 ln 2 ð184Þ

is entanglement entropy of the outside state on this next slice (Fig. 17).
After n steps the quantum state is

jWin �
1ffiffiffi
2

p jUiIn
Yn
m¼1

�ðj0kiþIm j0�ki�Om
þ j1kiþIm j1�ki�Om

Þ
h i

ð185Þ

and the reduced density matrix is qOn
¼ diagð2�n; 2�n; . . .; 2�nÞ, yielding

Sent ¼ �tr qOn
ln qOn

�  ¼ �2n � 1
2n

ln 2�n ¼ n ln 2 ð186Þ

for the entanglement entropy.
The quantity n is an enormously large number, as can be seen from energy

conservation. Suppose each quanta contains the same amount of energy in units of
the Planck mass. For a mass M black hole, the energy per quanta is EQ ¼
rðMp=MÞMp 	 M where r is a parameter of order unity. The total mass of the

black hole is nEQ ¼ M implying n ¼ ðM=MPÞ2=r. For a solar mass black hole
n�ð2� 1030=ð2� 10�8ÞÞ2 ¼ 1076. There is no upper bound on n since in prin-
ciple the mass of the black hole can be arbitrarily large, though one might argue that
the largest black hole possible is constrained by the mass of the universe,
MU ¼ 1052 kg, giving n� 10120.

Expression (186) contains the nub of the information paradox: the entanglement
of the radiation state jwiO grows without bound as more pairs are created. Even-
tually it must terminate, of course, as the radiation cannot contain more energy than
was in the initial quantum state jUi (or the mass M of the black hole). Indeed the
niceness conditions will (at least) fail to hold once M�Mp, since the Kretschmann
scalar (for example) K ¼ 48M2=r6 ! M2

p=l
6
p ¼ l4p becomes too large for semi-

classicality to hold. But this situation evidently leaves us with one of three
unpleasant choices [135].

Remnants Something terminates the evolution once M�Mr JMp. The object
of mass Mr is called a remnant. Its number of possible states must be at least as
large as the unbounded number n, since its entanglement with the final state of
radiation is n ln 2. Hence it is an n-fold degenerate state of finite size and energy.
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Apart from this being a quantum state unlike any normal quantum state we
know of, since n is arbitrarily large, it will generate divergent loop corrections in
particle physics. No matter how small the coupling of the remnant to normal
matter, as long as it is finite, each state of the remnant gives a finite loop
correction to any scattering process, and the sum over n yields a divergence. If
some other physics yields an upper bound to n (say n� 10120) then the cou-
plings of all remnant states to normal matter must be kept extremely tiny so as
not to significantly modify known scattering process in particle physics.
Mixedness The black hole completely evaporates away, with all of its energy
contained in the radiation. However the radiation has entanglement entropy
n ln 2, but there is no quantum state with which it is entangled. Hence the
evolution has taken us from the pure state jUi to a mixed state described only by
the density matrix qOn

and not by any quantum wave function. There is no
unitary matrix evolving qU ¼ jUihUj to qOn

or vice versa, so this option violates
unitarity.
Bleaching Some process prevents the information associated with the state jUi
from entering the black hole or even from forming it in the first place. This begs
the question as to what process this might be. It seems straightforward that an
astrophysical black hole can absorb an electron, so if this option holds then
some new kind of physics—some kind of drama—must be present at the
horizon to either prevent this from happening or to decouple the information in
this state from its energy and angular momentum (whatever that means). Of
course if black holes never form, then the putative astrophysical black hole is
not really a black hole, but rather some new form of dark matter whose inter-
actions contain some repulsive effect to counteract any possible gravitational
pull toward collapse.

Of course the assumptions leading to (186) do not hold in full generality. The
mass of the black hole is not constant, the created pairs might interact with each
other, and the state jUi could have some interaction with the created pairs. Could
these small corrections invalidate the argument in some way, allowing some escape
from one of the these three unpleasant choices?

Before proceeding it is important to note that this resolution itself will involve
some strange physics. The state jUi moves a distance M deeper into region RI as
each pair is created. This is not too far at first, perhaps, but after n=2 pairs, the
matter is located at a distance GMðM=MPÞ2=c2 which is about 3� 1076 km for a
solar mass black hole from the pair-creation region. Likewise the earlier created
quanta move away at the same rate, so most of them are very distant from this
region as well. Of course any given created pair will be most influenced by its
recent predecessor pair. But it is the stretching of modes that creates a pair, and this
stretching also pushes away the predecessors, minimizing their influence.

However there will still be some correction effects, if only due to gravitational
instantons. Corrections due to instantons are to leading order proportional to
expf�Sinst½g�g where S½g� � ðM=MPÞ2 is the Euclidean action of the metric (126).
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This is a very tiny effect, but it could perhaps diminish the entanglement (186)
between the outside quanta and the inside state. If it could do so completely, then
the arguments above are invalidated, and the outside state would be a pure state
containing the information in the original jUi and the inside created quanta.

Unfortunately this proves not to be the case [36]. Suppose at the j-th step of the
process, the full quantum state is not of the form (185) but is rather

j ~Wij ¼ j ~WiðþÞ
j�1jNiðþÞ

j þ j ~Wið�Þ
j�1jNið�Þ

j ð187Þ

where

jNið�Þ
j ¼ 1ffiffiffi

2
p ðj0kiþIj j0�ki�Oj

� j1kiþIj j1�ki�Oj
Þ ð188Þ

and the state j ~WiðþÞ
j�1 can be expressed as

j ~Wið�Þ
j�1 ¼

X
l;m

al;mj~~w�
l ðU; IÞijvmðOÞi ¼

X
m

cmj~w�
mðU; IÞijvmðOÞi ð189Þ

where j~w�
mðU; IÞi and jvmðOÞi are orthonormal bases for the respective inside and

outside states, and a unitary transformation has been applied to obtain the second

equality. The newly created state is spanned by Nð�Þ
j . Assuming locality, the outside

states jwi�Oj
generated in earlier stages of the evolution are not affected by the

current proposed step (187); hence the basis jvmðOÞi remains unchanged.
The proposed correction (187) to the Hawking process is a deformation of the

original process (185), in which j ~Wið�Þ
j�1 ¼ 0. Unitarity implies that

j ðþÞ
j�1h ~Wj ~WiðþÞ

j�1 j2 þ j ð�Þ
j�1h ~Wj ~Wið�Þ

j�1 j2 ¼ 1 ð190Þ

since the Nð�Þ
j are orthonormal. If the corrections to (185) due to (187) are small,

then

j ð�Þ
j�1h ~Wj ~Wið�Þ

j�1 j\� ð191Þ

where � 	 1. To say that corrections to the Hawking radiation process are small is

to say that one obtains the state NðþÞ
j with high probability when the pair is created,

and that the orthogonal state Nð�Þ
j is observed with low probability.

There are thus three subsystems at stage-j of the evolution: (i) the outside state
Oj�1 of all previously emitted outside quanta, (ii) the inside state j~wðU; IÞij�1
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consisting of the original matter state and previously-created inside partner quanta,
modified perhaps by previous interactions, and (iii) the newly created pair described

by the state jNij, spanned by the basis jNið�Þ
j . The reduced density matrix for this

newly created pair is

qNj
¼ trj~wðU;IÞij�1;Oj�1

j ~Wij jh ~Wj
h i

¼
ðþÞ
j�1h ~Wj ~WiðþÞ

j�1
ðþÞ
j�1h ~Wj ~Wið�Þ

j�1

ð�Þ
j�1h ~Wj ~WiðþÞ

j�1
ð�Þ
j�1h ~Wj ~Wið�Þ

j�1

0
@

1
A

¼ 1� �2� �þ�
��þ� �2�

 !
ð192Þ

where by (191), j�þ�j\� and j��j\�. The eigenvalues of this matrix are 1
2 ð1�ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ 4ðj�þ�j2 � �2�Þ
q

to this order, yielding

SðNjÞent ¼ j�þ�j2 � �2�
� �

ln
e

j�þ�j2 � �2�

 !
þ � � �\�2 ln �\� ð193Þ

for the entanglement entropy of the newly created pair. The entropy of the joint
subsystem fOj�1;Njg is therefore

SðfOj�1;NjgÞ� jSðfOj�1gÞ þ SðNjgÞj ¼ SðfOj�1gÞ � � ð194Þ

using the strong subadditivity property of entropy.
Next, tracing over everything except the inside state Ij yields

qIj ¼ trj~wðU;IÞij�1;Oj
j ~Wij jh ~Wj
h i

¼ 1
2

ðþÞ
j�1h ~Wj þð�Þ

j�1 h ~Wj
� �

j ~WiðþÞ
j�1 þ j ~Wið�Þ

j�1

� �
0

0 ðþÞ
j�1h ~Wj �ð�Þ

j�1 h ~Wj
� �

j ~WiðþÞ
j�1 � j ~Wið�Þ

j�1

� �
0
B@

1
CA

¼ 1
2

1þ <ð�þ�Þ 0

0 1�<ð�þ�Þ

� �

ð195Þ

and so

SðIjÞent ¼ ln 2� 2½<ð�þ�Þ�2 [ ln 2� 2�2 [ ln 2� 2� ð196Þ

for the entanglement entropy of the inside partner of the newly created pair.
Applying strong subadditivity to the system fOj�1;Oj; Ijg gives

SðfOjgÞent þ SðNjÞent ¼ SðfOj�1g;OjÞent þ SðOj; IjÞent [ SðfOj�1gÞ þ SðIjÞent
ð197Þ
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or

SðfOjgÞent [ SðfOj�1gÞ þ SðIjÞent � SðNjÞent ¼ SðfOj�1gÞ þ ln 2� 2� ð198Þ

using (194), (196).
The relation (198) is very important for the information paradox. It demonstrates

that the entanglement entropy of the outgoing radiation always increases by at least
ln 2� 2� as each new pair is created. In other words, the increase of entanglement
entropy is stable, and small corrections cannot accumulate to invalidate the result
(186) [36].

This is unlike the situation for radiation emitted from normal matter, in which
the matter/radiation interaction necessarily increases the dimensionality of the space
of entangled states to leading order in the interaction. Each emission of radiation
can be entangled with the emitting atom(s) in the matter in any one of a number of
orthogonal states. The data of the state of the hot matter is shared amongst many
quanta of radiation, making its original state difficult to extract; the actual corre-
lations themselves change radically from emission to emission. In contrast to this,
the stretching of space-time requires that the outgoing radiation is always entangled
in the same way to leading order regardless of the state of the black hole. The actual
correlations themselves do not change radically from emission to emission, but at
best receive only small corrections, assuming semiclassical physics is valid at and
near the horizon.

7.1 Implications of the Information Paradox

To summarize: if (a) the niceness conditions admit local Hamiltonian evolution and
(b) the event horizon of the black hole is information-free (or alternatively freely-
falling observers do not see any unusual behaviour in high-energy processes) then
the end state of evaporation of the black hole is that of a remnant or a mixed state.
These two conditions imply that any outgoing mode j#i whose wavelength k is
within the range lp 	 k.M will predominantly be a vacuum state when expanded
in a Fock basis near the horizon

j#i ¼ a0j0i þ a1j1i þ a2j2i þ � � � ð199Þ

with
P

j[ 0 jajj2 ¼ e 	 1, since otherwise the state at the horizon would not be a
vacuum state. The evolution of j#i must therefore agree with the standard vacuum
evolution to leading order such that any corrections are constrained by (191). The
entanglement entropy Sent therefore increases by ln 2� 2� (with �� e) during each
step of the evolution. After n steps Sent [ n=2 ln 2 since � 	 1. This process will
continue until n�ðM=MPÞ2, when the size of the black hole is about a Planck
length Lp. At this point either the process stops, leaving behind a highly-degenerate
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remnant or the hole fully evaporates, leaving the outgoing radiation in a mixed state
(it is entangled with nothing) violating unitarity.

What might resolve the information problem? Clearly what is needed is that the
outgoing radiation at least contain the information of the matter state that forms the
black hole. To see what this means in a simple example, consider the matter to be a
shell collapsing to a black hole that is initially in the state jUi ¼ ajU0i þ bjU1i
where fjU0i; jU1ig are two possible orthogonal states of the shell. The information
would escape the black hole if the pairs were created such that the evolution of the
state were

jUi ¼ ajU0i þ bjU1i ! 1ffiffiffi
2

p ðjU0ij1kiþI1 þ jU1ij0kiþI1Þ � ðaj0�ki�O1
þ bj1�ki�O1

Þ

ð200Þ

since tracing over the inside will yield the density matrix of the pure state
aj0�ki�O1

þ bj1�ki�O1
, which has all the information of the infalling matter. A res-

olution of the information paradox must implement this kind of evolution. However
there are significant obstacles to overcome.

First, the proposed evolution (200) is a radical departure from that in (179) or
even (187). It is not a small correction to the standard pair-creation process at the
horizon, and so its implementation is not obvious. It would represent a radical
departure from our understanding of the behaviour of quantum field theory in
curved space-time as described in preceding sections, at least near the event
horizon.

Second, there can be no other pair-creation processes accompanying (200). To
see why, suppose that there are further steps to the evolution (prior and/or after-
ward) such that for the k-th mode

jUi ¼ ajU0i þ bjU1i ! 1ffiffiffi
2

p ðjU0ij1kiþI1 þ jU0ij0kiþI1Þ � ðaj0�ki�O1
þ bj1�ki�O1

Þ

�ðj0kiþI1 j0�ki�O1
þ j1kiþI1 j1�ki�O1

Þ
h in

ð201Þ

after n steps. Even though the information forming the black hole comes out, the
end point of the evolution is still either a mixed state or a remnant due to all of the
other created pairs. It is not sufficient to modify the evolution so that the infor-
mation comes out. It must be modified to prevent the growth in entanglement
entropy from the extra created pairs. The number of quanta emitted from the black
hole is somewhat larger than the number needed to retain the information of the
infalling matter (the entropy of the emitted radiation is about 30 % larger than the
horizon entropy A=4 [136]), and it is just as important that these additional quanta
do not yield remnants or mixed states.
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Third, purity of the outside state is not sufficient. An evolution of the form

jUi ¼ ajU0i þ bjU1i ! 1ffiffiffi
2

p ðajU0ij1kiþI1 þ bjU0ij0kiþI1Þ � ðj0�ki�O1
þ j1�ki�O1

Þ

ð202Þ

yields a pure outside state, but this state retains no information about the ða; bÞ
coefficients of the infalling matter. The challenge of resolving the information
paradox is to construct an evolution in which the final state of the outside radiation
is both pure and information-retaining. Pair-creation at the horizon does neither.

7.2 Remedies for the Information Paradox

In attempting to resolve the information paradox, the obvious thing to try is to
modify the assumptions that yielded the unbounded growth in entanglement
entropy. Indeed, this has been the approach of many papers on the subject: change
one of the assumptions undergirding the pair-creation scenario described above and
see if this modification can resolve the problem.

Insufficiency of the Niceness Conditions Perhaps the Niceness conditions don’t
ensure local Hamiltonian evolution. The large distance GMðM=MPÞ2=c2 along the
slice between the matter state and most of the pairs created near the horizon is huge
compared to the size 2GM=c2 seen by an external observer. This rather strange
situation occurs because the spatial slices going from the centre of the collapsing
matter prior to singularity formation (but inside the horizon) can be very close to
null, greatly stretching their length; indeed it is possible to make the slice arbitrarily
long inside the hole for any constant r. But perhaps the actual physics involves the
entire horizon region within 2GM=c2 such that some non-perturbative physical
process yields large corrections to the pair-creation process at the horizon.

The challenge here is to propose a plausible model. An instanton might be
expected to suffice, but as noted above it yields corrections of order
exp½�ðM=MPÞ2�—far too small to do the job. The nonlocal physics proposed must
(a) be operative only inside event horizons (or, more generously, only in regimes
for which we so far have no experiments), (b) modify the pair creation process at
the horizon so the outside radiation is pure and information-retaining, and (c) apply
to all possible black holes; if not then the paradox will not be fully solved.

Hairy Black Holes Perhaps when a black hole forms the horizon becomes
distorted in a way that retains the information of the infalling matter. Such dis-
tortions are called ‘hair’, and typically have divergent stress-energy at the event
horizon. Furthermore there are theorems that indicate the geometry of a black hole
is characterized only by its global conserved quantum numbers: its mass, charge
and angular momentum. Any attempts to resolve the problem along these lines must
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both evade the constraints of the no-hair theorems and ensure the hair properly
transfers information to the outgoing radiation to ensure purity.

Exotic End states Perhaps there are no black holes, and something halts the
gravitational collapse of any form of matter. One might think of some kind of
universal “quantum pressure”, analogous to what prevents electrons from spiralling
into atoms, generating effective Bohr orbits. As noted above, this would mean that
any supposed black hole is really some kind of dark object with a considerable
degree of structure. All collapsing matter would have to form such objects without
exception, no matter how large the mass of the infalling matter. If they radiate, then
they could presumably ‘burn’ the way normal matter does. If these objects do not
radiate they would be “hairy remnants”, and it would be necessary to bound the
number of microscopic types so as to avoid the problems with divergences in
scattering amplitudes noted above.

One of the more concrete ideas along these lines is that of the Fuzzball [137]. This
approach grew out of several results that emerged from string theory that suggest the
end-state of gravitationally collapsing matter is not a traditional black hole because
the degrees of freedom of the hole distribute themselves throughout a horizon sized
object referred to as a fuzzball. Particular examples of this kind of structure were
obtained by considering various extremal black brane solutions to the low-energy
string equations with multiple charges [138–151]. The basic idea is that as matter
undergoes gravitational collapse, its (presumed) fundamentally stringy degrees of
freedom distribute their momenta in such a way that the final solution has neither a
horizon nor a singularity [142–144]. Instead of a black hole, matter undergoing
gravitational collapse will quantum tunnel to a fuzzball: a complicated “hairy”
structure that contains all of the degrees of freedom of the black hole. Hawking
radiation would be due to emission from an ergoregion near the fuzzball. This
radiation can carry information about the original state of matter because it is not
entangled with any states inside a horizon as no such horizon exists [137].

The problem with the fuzzball proposal at the moment is its lack of generality.
Notwithstanding the fact that first-order corrections suggest that perhaps fuzzballs
can form from generic collapse [152, 153], the proposal only appears to work for
particular brane configurations. However to resolve the information paradox all
possible matter configurations must form a fuzzball structure.

7.3 Complementarity

One idea that emerged as a means of reconciling black hole radiation with known
quantum physics was complementarity [154, 155]. The idea here is that one cannot
ask a physical theory to yield descriptions of observers that cannot exist—specif-
ically observers that can make measurements both inside and outside of the black
hole.

Consider a choice of spacelike slices describing an evaporating black hole. The
original slice R contains matter that will go into forming the black hole, and the
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slices that go through the event horizon obey the niceness conditions. This breaks
down at the point P, where the black hole finally evaporates (no remnant assumed),
but one might expect that a proper understanding of quantum gravity will ame-
liorate this, leading to a well-defined physical description of the end point of
evaporation. After evaporation, the slices R0 obey the niceness conditions.

The problem presented by black hole evaporation is that the quantum state on R0

must be described by unitary evolution from the quantum state on R. However the
only way this can happen is if the quantum state on the part of the slice inside the
black hole has no dependence on the initial state. This is tantamount to bleaching:
all distinctions between the initial states of infalling matter must be expunged
before the state crosses the global event horizon. In other words, the evolution of
the quantum state must proceed as follows

jWðRÞi ! jWðRPÞi ¼ jNðRINÞi � j!ðROUTÞi ! jWðR0Þi
where jWðR0Þi ¼ U2j!ðROUTÞi ¼ U1jWðRÞi ð203Þ

with U1 and U2 unitary operators and with the Hilbert space of states on RP

likewise decomposing into a tensor product HP ¼ HIN �HOUT with NðRINÞ �
HBH and !ðROUTÞ � HOUT. The evolution between jWðR0Þi and jWðRÞi is fully
unitary and reversible, uninfluenced by jNðRINÞi.

Complementarity posits that the flaw in the above argument is in the assumption
of the existence of jWðRPÞi. This is a quantum state that simultaneously describes
both the interior and the exterior of a black hole. The claim is that any state of this
nature has no operational meaning, since no “super-observers” exist that compare
measurements both inside and outside the black hole. Rather any observer must
choose a basis in which to work: either one describes particles beyond the horizon
or the particles in the Hawking radiation, but not both. Indeed, the trans-Planckian
problem suggests that large non-vanishing commutators exist between operators
describing ingoing material and those describing outgoing Hawking radiation, and
so correlations between inside and outside the hole lose any operational meaning.

The advent of the Anti de Sitter/ Conformal Field Theory correspondence pro-
vided further confidence for this perspective, suggesting that all information is
indeed carried away by the Hawking radiation. The idea here is that the quantum
states (and their evolution) of any gravity theory whose solutions are asymptotic to
anti de Sitter (AdS) space-time are in 1-1 correspondence with those of a Conformal
Field Theory (CFT). This conjecture has more recently has broadened to a proposed
duality between gravitational and gauge theories (gauge/gravity duality) under more
general asymptotic conditions and symmetries. The CFT (or dual gauge theory) is
unitary and so cannot admit any information loss, and its duality with gravity
indicates that the same must be true there as well. There is strong circumstantial
evidence in favour of this kind of duality, and hence of the purity of radiation
emitted by a black hole.

Of course gauge/gravity duality does not prove that information loss cannot
occur. Rather it provides a new paradigm by which one might seek to understand
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the process of black hole formation and evaporation. If indeed a dual gauge theory
can describe this process, then the onus is on this theory to explain either (a) which
conditions are modified so that mixedness is avoided, (b) the formation of remnants,
or (c) new physics in the gravity theory that either prevents black hole formation or
modifies the state near the horizon. So far such a description has yet to be given.

So complementarity asserts that there is no logical contradiction in assuming that
a distant outside observer sees all infalling information returned in Hawking-like
radiation, and that the infalling observer experiences nothing unusual before or
during horizon crossing. The thermality of Hawking radiation will be affected by
interactions very near the horizon, and these presumably ensure that the net
emission process is pure as seen by the outside observer. The physical model an
outside observer employs will therefore postulate a boundary condition for all fields
a few Planck distances away from the horizon. These include the brick wall model
[123, 124], bounce models, and stretched horizon models [154]. A full quantum
theory of gravity is expected to set this distance, but it can be input into the theory
for the purpose of doing phenomenological calculations. This membrane/wall
distance is dependent on the matter content of the theory (the number of fields, for
example), and so constraining this distance to be consistent with observation will
constrain the matter content of the theory, providing (in principle) an additional
degree of falsifiability. From the perspective of the outside observer the membrane/
wall absorbs infalling matter and then thermalizes it, unitarily re-radiating it as
Hawking radiation via a process similar to the manner in which a normal body
radiates. Complementarity implies that an observer falling into the black hole will
see no such membrane or brick wall, in contrast to the outside observer for whom
this virtual structure is quite real [154].

So the postulates of black hole complementarity are as follows:

1. Unitarity The process of formation and evaporation of a black hole, as viewed
by a distant observer, can be described entirely within the context of standard
quantum theory. In particular, there exists a unitary S-matrix which describes the
evolution from infalling matter to outgoing Hawking-like radiation.

2. Semi-Classicality Outside the stretched horizon of a massive black hole,
physics can be described to good approximation by a set of semi-classical field
equations. The semi-classical field equations are those of a low energy effective
field theory with local Lorentz invariance.

3. Placidity A freely falling observer experiences nothing out of the ordinary when
crossing the horizon, as expected from the equivalence principle—gravity is
locally indistinguishable from acceleration. This is basically the ‘information-
free’ condition mentioned earlier: it is exponentially unlikely for infalling
observer to measure a quantum of energy E 
 1=rþ.

4. Thermality To a distant observer, a black hole appears to be a quantum system
with discrete energy levels. The dimension of the subspace of states describing a
black hole of mass M, angular momentum J, and charge Q is the exponential of
the Bekenstein entropy S (M, J, Q), so that the standard black hole thermody-
namic relations are obeyed.
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These postulates have been slightly modified from their original form, but contain
the essential aspects of what black hole complementarity is based on. Black hole no-
hair theorems implied that the membrane/wall must be virtual, as noted above; no
known physics at the time complementarity was proposed could generate such a
structure, though new ideas have been put forward recently [156]. But even though
the degrees of freedom of the membrane/wall are virtual, they must be generated by
some nonlocal effect. The reason is that if normal semiclassical physics is valid for
small curvatures, then pair creation takes place via the Hawking process described
above and not due to reflection/generation from a wall or membrane. This is a
consequence of the niceness conditions, namely the assumption that one can always
choose a set of slices through the black hole where curvatures are everywhere small
and the vacuum is well-defined. If complementarity is valid then some new,
nonlocal, physics must dominate—over scales of the horizon size—since semi-
classical physics yielding pair creation is valid along the slices [157].

8 Firewalls

The Firewall argument asserts that the postulates of black hole complementarity are
not self-consistent [158, 159]. Specifically one of the first three postulates must be
incorrect, since assuming all three together yield a contradiction.

8.1 The Firewall Argument

This rather surprising claim follows from a fairly straightforward argument, put
forward by Almheiri, Marolf, Polchinski and Sully (known as AMPS) [159]. The
unitarity postulate # 1 implies that radiation emitted from the black hole must not be
in a mixed state, and so some process must convert the state (185) to

jWin �
1ffiffiffi
2

p jUiIn
Yn
m¼1

�ðj0kiþIm j0�ki�Om
þ j1kiþIm j1�ki�Om

Þ
h i

! j~UiIn j~NiOn
ð204Þ

after some large number n of steps, where the outside radiation state j~NiOn
is pure.

At some point in time (called the Page time [81]) the entanglement entropy of the
emitted radiation must reach a maximum, after which point there is more entropy in
the radiation than there is in the black hole. The black hole continues to shrink in
size and entropy, emitting successively fewer quanta. Consequently the number of
states NL accessible after the Page time [160] (the ‘late’ subspace) will be much
smaller than the number NE in the space of states prior to this (the ‘early’ subspace):
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NL 	 NE. Expanding the full outside radiation state j~NiOn
in an orthonormal basis

fjjiLg of the late subspace yields

j~NiOn
¼
XNL

k

jwkiE � jkiL ð205Þ

where fjw1iE; jw2iE; . . .; jwNE
iEg span the early subspace. Consider the norm of the

state Pjj~NiOn
, where the operator Pj � Pj � P̂j ¼ jjiL Lhjj � NLjwjiE Ehwjj.

Expanding this out yields

jjP jj~NiOn
jj2 ¼ jj jjiL Lhjj~NiOn

� NLjwjiE Ehwjj~NiOn
jj2

¼ jj jjiL jwjiE � NLjwjiE
XNL

k
EhwjjwkiE � jkiLjj2

¼ jjjwjiEjj2 jj jjiL � NL

XNL

k
EhwjjwkiE � jkiLjj2

¼ jjjwjiEjj2 1� NLEhwjjwjiE
� �2

þN2
L

XNL

k 6¼j

jEhwjjwkiEj2
" #

ð206Þ

Expanding the state jwkiE ¼PNE
a¼1 ckajai in an orthonormal basis jai of the early

states yields

cjac�kb ¼
1

NLNE
djkdab cjac�kbcicc

�
ld ¼

1
N2
LN

2
E

djkdabdildcd þ djldaddikdbc
	 
 ð207Þ

upon averaging over j~NiOn
, assuming a uniform measure for the outside state.

Consequently EhwjjwkiE ¼ djk=NL and EhwjjwkiEEhwijwliE ¼ djkdil=N2
L þ djldik=

ðN2
LNEÞ, yielding

E ¼ jjPjj~NiOn
jj2

jjjwjiEjj2
¼ 1� 2NL EhwjjwjiE þ N2

L

XNL

k
EhwjjwkiEEhwjjwki�E

¼ 1� 2NL
djj
NL

þ N2
L

N2
LN

2
E

N2
Edjj þ NLNEdjj

	 

¼ NL

NE

ð208Þ

in the limit NE 
 NL 
 1. Hence
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Pjj~NiOn
� P̂jj~NiOn

¼ jwjiE � jjiL ð209Þ

and so it is possible to project onto any given subspace of the late radiation, up to a
relative error of order NL=NE. The argument is essentially the same if grey-body
factors are taken into account.

So for a distant observer after n steps the radiation j~NiOn
is near infinity and can

be decomposed into a set of modes fjjig. In particular, it is possible to project onto
eigenspaces of the number operator in an observer-independent way, according to
the semi-classicality assumption. These modes can be evolved backward in time
toward the horizon—they will be of much higher frequency at these earlier times,
but can be kept to the sub-Planckian regime if one does not evolve too far back.
However the placidity assumption #3 implies that an infalling observer sees the
vacuum near the horizon, and so the number operator of the radiation j~NiOn

must be
zero, in contradiction to what the observer at infinity measures. This contradiction
can be avoided if the infalling observer does not see a vacuum, but instead
encounters a large number of high-energy modes: in other words, a firewall.

A regular horizon implies increasing entanglement, as shown in (198). Con-
versely, if entanglement is to decrease, then the state at the horizon cannot be the
vacuum. This is the firewall argument in a nutshell.

An alternative version of the argument employs the strong subadditivity con-
dition [156]. The radiation after n steps is j~NiOn

, with the next mode jnþ 1iO
emitted near the horizon. The former can be evolved backward in time near the
horizon. Semiclassicality implies that

j~Ni0On
¼ j~NiOn

jnþ 1i0O ¼ jnþ 1iO ð210Þ

where the primes refer to the states measured by the infalling observer. Since this
observer sees a vacuum at the horizon, the state jnþ 1i0O must be entangled with
some state jnþ 1i0I inside the horizon. Strong subadditivity then implies that (198)
holds

S0ðnþ 1Þent [ S0ðnÞent þ ln 2� 2� ð211Þ

and the equivalence (210) implies

Sðnþ 1Þent [ SðnÞent þ ln 2� 2� ð212Þ

which means the entropy in the radiation cannot decrease, in contradiction with the
unitarity postulate, which implies that it must decrease after the halfway point.

So complementarity is incompatible with the local evolution that creates the
pairs of Hawking quanta. Even though complementarity invoked non-locality to
argue that the slices permitted by the niceness conditions are not valid, it requires
that local semiclassical physics applies outside the membrane or stretched horizon.
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Non-local physics is therefore constrained to be inside the horizon. The firewall
argument rules out this kind of complementarity and hence this kind of sharply-
limited non-locality.

8.2 Responses to the Firewall Argument

The response of the physics community to the firewall argument was rapid, intense,
and diverse, ranging from skepticism, to ambivalence, to endorsement.

Those endorsing the firewall argument have emphasized that standard arguments
from quantum field theory in curved spacetime and quantum information should
lead one to expect this result [161–173]. Standard semi-classical methods analyzing
causal patches [169], string-creation [173], and freely-falling observers [170] have
each been used to buttress the argument. Indeed numerical analysis of a particular
class of models suggests a breakdown of effective field theory, in turn implying the
existence of firewalls on black hole horizons [171]. It has even been suggested that
alternatives to firewalls may suffer contradictions similar to those associated with
time travel [162]. Rindler horizons have been argued to be immune (or at least not
necessarily susceptible) to the firewall argument [174].

Nevertheless initial skepticism [175] was soon followed by a number of chal-
lenging responses to the firewall argument. A number were rebutted by Almheiri
and collaborators [176]. Let’s consider some of the main objections and their
corresponding responses.

8.2.1 Absorbing the Interior Hilbert Space

Since the outside modes must be entangled with both the early outside modes and
with their inside pair-created partners (violating quantum limits on entanglement)
then perhaps the interior Hilbert space of an old black hole is embedded in the
larger Hilbert space of the early radiation. The claim is that the firewall phenom-
enon can occur only for an exponentially fine-tuned (and intrinsically quantum
mechanical) initial state, analogous to an entropy decreasing process in a system
with large degrees of freedom [177–182]. Alternatively, quantum computations
required to carry out the thought experiments undergirding the firewall argument
take so long (a time exponential in the entropy of the black hole) that this prevents
the experiments from being done [183, 184]. In other words, excitations exist at the
horizon only if such quantum computations have been performed.

Both considerations run afoul of standard quantum mechanics. Assuming
unitarity, an observer outside the black hole (Charlie) can extract a bit of infor-
mation that will be entangled with a later outside pair-created bit. Another spacelike
separated observer (Alice, say) can jump into the black hole and extract information
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about both the inside and outside created pair, whilst Charlie can send the quantum
state of the early bit to Alice. Alice will then possess information concerning three
quantum bits, two of which are maximally entangled with the third, which violates
quantum mechanics.

More generally, operators associated with the early radiation will generically not
commute with operators associated with the Hilbert space of an infalling observer if
the interior Hilbert space is embedded in the early radiation Hilbert space [176].
Consider the parity operator ð�1ÞNe of an early outside bit e � E

ð�1ÞNe ¼ rz � I ð213Þ

written above in a basis factorized into the measured parity and everything else.
Since the interior Hilbert space is a subset of the outside early radiation space, we
can expand the parity operator of an inside bit i � I

ð�1ÞNi ¼ I � S0 þ rx � Sx þ ry � Sy þ rz � Sz ð214Þ

where the matrices Sk are constrained by the requirement ð�1ÞNið�1ÞNi ¼ 1.
Suppose the parity of an early state jwi is positive, so that ð�1ÞNe jwi ¼ þjwi. Then
the expectation value of ð�1ÞNe for the state ð�1ÞNi jwi is

hwjð�1ÞNið�1ÞNeð�1ÞNi jwi
¼ hwjrz � ðS0Þ2 þ rxrzrx � ðSxÞ2 þ ryrzry � ðSyÞ2 þ ðrzÞ3 � ðSzÞ2jwi þ cross terms

¼ hwjrz � ðS0Þ2 � ðSxÞ2 � ðSyÞ2 þ ðSzÞ2
� �

jwi þ cross terms

Upon averaging over all possible operators Sk (requiring ð�1ÞNið�1ÞNi ¼ 1) the
cross-terms will average to zero since independent sign flips in parity are allowed.
Each ðSkÞ2 term will average to the same value since these operators are generic and
so their eigenvalues will be comparable in size. Hence hwjð�1ÞNið�1ÞNeð�1ÞNi jwi
averages to zero.

So if we start with an eigenstate of ð�1ÞNe and measure the parity ð�1ÞNi , the
expectation value flips from 1 to 0. Hence the eigenvalue changes with near-unit
probability, implying the commutator of ð�1ÞNi and ð�1ÞNe is of order unity, and
hence the commutator of early and interior operators is also of order unity. Hence if
an infalling observer sees a vacuum (so that ajwi ¼ 0 where a is an annihilation
operator in the Hilbert space of the infalling observer), then since the interior
operators can be expanded in terms of the infalling operators, the early creation/
annihilation operators will not commute with any of the operators a, strongly
perturbing the infalling vacuum and creating a firewall. This abolishes (or at least
renders highly problematic) the notion that infalling observers see no firewall
because the deviation from thermality is too small to detect [185].
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8.2.2 Broadening Complementarity

One recent proposal posits that each observer has their own Hilbert space, with
suitable overlap conditions [186–196]. This broadens the notion of complemen-
tarity insofar as there is no global Hilbert space. The idea is that space-time physics
is described in terms of an infinite number of quantum systems, each of which
encodes the physics as seen along a particular time-like trajectory, in a proper time
dependent Hamiltonian [186]. Extending these ideas to a matrix theory model of
black holes suggests that there are no high energy particles available that could
constitute the firewall [189]. The vacuum entanglement that is a crucial feature of
Hawking radiation is claimed not to be a feature of the physics described by matrix
theory. Whether or not this proposal can be fully consistently implemented remains
to be seen.

8.2.3 Non-locality

Prior to the advent of the Firewall argument, the idea that non-locality can and
should play a role in resolving the information paradox was already being actively
explored [197, 198]. Although generic nonlocality leads to causality paradoxes,
perhaps there are regions (near a black hole, for example) where locality is not exact
but only approximate. The idea here is to weaken the assumptions of the semi-
classicality postulate #2 and introduce some form of mild (or non-violent) non-local
physics [199–204].

Since if locality is exact outside the horizon any information transfer from the
black hole to the radiation produces singular behaviour at the horizon [36, 158], it is
necessary to weaken locality outside of the black hole. Each black hole would
therefore have a “nonlocal zone” (about the size of the black hole itself) within
which information transfer from the black hole to the outgoing radiation takes
place. This information transfer is a transfer of the entanglement between the early
radiation and black hole interior to entanglement between the early and late radi-
ation. It requires an additional energy flux beyond that of the Hawking radiation
[201, 202], and modulates the Hawking radiation in a sufficiently fine-grained
manner so as to preserve the average properties of the Hawking flux. Leading order
calculations in a model in which nonlocal metric perturbations couple to the stress
tensor suggest in a two-dimensional model this might be possible [203].

The challenge such proposals face is that any scheme that physically separates
transfer of energy from transfer of information runs into conflict with the Beken-
stein-Hawking density of states exp[S] of the black hole. As noted previously, there
is strong circumstantial evidence from black hole pair creation to support this
notion [113–116], and so modifying it would necessitate at the least a revision of
how this process works.

Consider a process that transports quanta behind the horizon where they become
outgoing quanta. Suppose a pair is created outside the black hole as in Eq. (179).
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1ffiffiffi
2

p jUiI � ðj0kiþI j0�ki�O þ j1kiþI j1�ki�OÞ ¼
1ffiffiffi
2

p jU0i þ jU1ið Þ � ðj0kiþI j0�ki�O
þ j1kiþI j1�ki�OÞ

ð215Þ

where the Hilbert space has been separated into orthogonal states as in Eq. (200).
As the outgoing mode move through the nonlocal zone, some process will cause it
to exchange information with a state in the interior so that

1ffiffiffi
2

p jUiI � ðj0kiþI j0�ki�O þ j1kiþI j1�ki�OÞ !
1ffiffiffi
2

p ðjU0ij1kiþI1 þ jU0ij0kiþI1Þ
� ðaj0�ki�O1

þ bj1�ki�O1
Þ ð216Þ

This would avoid the firewall problem just as it resolved the information paradox
problem.

However this approach will also entail the same difficulties noted in the previous
section, and will allow the number of internal states of the black hole to exceed the
entropy S = A/4 discussed in Sect. 3. The reason is that it is possible to interact with
the outgoing bit as it moves through the nonlocal zone, say by introducing a phase

1ffiffiffi
2

p jUiI � ðj0kiþI j0�ki�O þ j1kiþI j1�ki�OÞ !
1ffiffiffi
2

p ðjU0ij1kiþI1 � jU0ij0kiþI1Þ
� ðaj0�ki�O1

þ bj1�ki�O1
Þ ð217Þ

and so a larger set of interior states, beyond that given by exp[S] has been accessed
by this process.

Another recent proposal involves using wormholes to transfer information
beyond the horizon [205–209]. The idea is that the Einstein Rosen bridge con-
necting the right side of Fig. 2 (“our universe”) and its left side is created by
quantum correlations between the microstates of the black holes on each side. The
conjecture is that any entangled pair of quantum states is connected by a similar sort
of space-time bridge or wormhole. These wormholes non-locally connect quantum
states inside and outside of the horizon, allowing for information from the black
hole to escape.

8.2.4 Exotic Objects

Of course if an event horizon never forms then a firewall can be avoided [210–212].
The fuzzball proposal [137] fits into this class, but there have been several other recent
speculative ideas along these lines, including Grireballs [213], leaky horizons [214],
and aether-like fluids whose atmosphere mimics Hawking radiation [215, 216]. All of
these ideas must universally replace the generic collapse of matter into a black hole if
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they are to be viable candidates for eliminating the firewall. Of course if a remnant
forms, this could also avoid a firewall; an explicit example in two dimensions was
recently given [217].

8.2.5 Additional Degrees of Freedom

Some responses to the firewall argument have suggested it is lacking because
additional degrees of freedom are present in quantum gravity that are otherwise
unaccounted for [218–220] or not properly treated.

One such approach involves distinguishing virtual qubits (the entangled created
pairs) from real qubits (that store the information inside the black hole) [221, 222].
The idea is that black hole information is stored both inside and outside the
stretched horizon, yielding twice the usual black hole entropy and therefore extra
room to arrange the quantum degrees of freedom so that paradoxical results are
avoided. The apparent firewall obstruction can be removed, via a universal
entanglement swap operation that transports all free quantum information from the
interior of the black hole to its exterior. This swap can be created locally and in the
near horizon region; however this firewall-removing operation cannot be used to
transfer information from an infalling state into the outgoing radiation [223, 224].

8.2.6 Loopholes

A number of papers have been written contending that the existence of firewalls
depends on a chain of reasoning that is incomplete, and that one or more loopholes
exist that allow one to escape the conclusions of the argument.

It has been suggested that the space of physical quantum gravity states does not
factorize into a tensor product of localized degrees of freedom, invalidating one of
the assumptions of the firewall argument [225]. The idea here is that in any dif-
feomorphism invariant ultra-violet complete theory with an asymptotic region in
which an algebra of observables can be defined (which presumably is a feature of
quantum gravity), the Hamiltonian is a surface integral in this asymptotic region (or
boundary). The boundary encodes all degrees of freedom, including those inside the
horizon, and the algebra of boundary observables evolves into itself unitarily over
time. Hence no boundary information can ever be lost, not even temporarily. This is
argued to invalidate a key assumption of the firewall argument, which is that the
early time Hawking radiation is in a mixed quantum state and gets purified later by
the late time Hawking radiation to preserve unitarity. Rather there must be con-
tinuous purity, with the Hawking quanta always entangled with exterior degrees of
freedom and never with interior ones. The Hilbert space does not factorize into
exterior and interior state spaces, and so the ‘partner behind the horizon’ does not
actually exist in a full quantum theory of gravity. Of course for this picture to be
accepted, the details of the physical states and how they are encoded into the
boundary needs to be made explicit.
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Some effort has been put into seeing what happens if the horizon geometry
undergoes quantum fluctuations [226]. The claim is that both the black hole
information paradox and firewalls originate from treating the geometry as strictly
classical, and that it is an ill-posed problem to employ quantum fields in a classical
curved space with a horizon. Instead, one should first integrate out fluctuations of
the background geometry and then evaluate matter observables. Some models
of shell collapse indicate that a firewall may or may not form depending on the ratio
of the black hole entropy to the square of the number of coherently emitted particles
[227, 228].

Additional evasive tactics have been proposed. Some have proposed that the
firewall issue is purely quantum information theoretic and so we should have an
answer once we know exactly what computation we need to do [229]. Another
argument posits that the firewall paradox is likely to be an artifact of using an
effective theory beyond its domain of validity [230]. It has been suggested that a
distillation-like process for extracting information needs to be clarified before one
can conclude that black hole complementarity is not valid [231]; indeed this dis-
tillation process may back-react on the black hole, breaking cross-horizon entan-
glement and removing the firewall [232].

Another suggestion is that a firewall will not emerge if the energy cost of
measurement on the early states (yielding information about the late states) is much
smaller than the ultraviolet cutoff scale [233]. Perhaps it is necessary to modify the
expected entanglement of states near a horizon [234] or to take macroscopic
superpositions of black holes [235–237], or to introduce new causality requirements
into physics [238].

The final state-proposal in which a generalization of quantum mechanics
allowing postselection on a final state at the black hole singularity, has been sug-
gested as a resolution for the black hole information paradox [239] and for firewalls
[240]. The idea here is that quantum information can escape from the black hole
interior via postselected quantum teleportation [241]. The information moves for-
ward in time to the singularity, backward in time from the singularity to the horizon,
then forward in time from the horizon to future infinity, but if suitable dynamical
constraints are satisfied, this is equivalent to a causally ordered flow of information
moving unitarily forward in time. However these constraints appear to be rigorously
fulfilled only by fine tuning [240]. Furthermore, the final state projection postulate
has been shown to be inadequate for abolishing firewalls [242].

Some have contented that the firewall follows from making assumptions about
physics inside the stretched horizon that do not follow from the semiclassicality
postulate #2. One claim [243, 244] is that firewalls are avoided if the degrees of
freedom of the stretched horizon retain information for a sufficiently long time
known as the scrambling time (the minimum time required for the information
about the initial state to be lost without measuring a large fraction of all the degrees
of freedom). Alternatively, if the semiclassicality postulate holds, firewalls are
avoided, but at the price of introducing remnants [245].

Finally it was recently shown that Einstein’s field equations do not admit a
solution in which a Planck-density, Planck-scale firewall is just outside the event
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horizon [246]. Any shell located at the horizon of an astrophysical black hole must
necessarily have a density many orders of magnitude lower than the Planck density.
A recent analysis of the behaviour of photons from the cosmic microwave back-
ground falling into a black hole indicates that they form a “classical firewall” in the
frame of a static observer near the horizon, but that this firewall has negligible
effects on both freely infalling observers and the evolution of the black hole [247].

8.3 A Toy Firewall Model

A recent development in exploring the Firewall problem involves modelling it via
severing quantum correlations across a Rindler horizon [248]. The rationale behind
this is that the firewall argument implies that unitary evolution of the full black hole
system cannot permit strong quantum correlations between the black hole interior
and exterior to exist. So the toy Rindler firewall is constructed by “by hand”,
breaking the quantum correlations across the horizon with no deeper explanation as
to how this might come about.

For a conformal scalar field in two flat space-time dimensions, the required
quantum state can be written down. A 2-level Unruh de Witt detector crossing the
Rindler firewall was found, within first-order perturbation theory of the coupling, to
have a sudden but finite effect on the detector’s transition probability [248]. Adding
in Rindler excitations behind the horizon so as to model an actual firewall also
yields a finite detector response, albeit one that can be made increasingly large by
adjusting the associated temperature parameter. These results hold for both linear
and derivative couplings of the detector to the scalar field; the latter type of cou-
pling is regarded as being more similar to that of a detector in (3 + 1) dimensions
[60, 74, 249].

9 Summary

Black holes retain a powerful grip on both the physical universe and the human
imagination. At a classical level they absorb all matter and energy they encounter,
growing ever larger in the process. Our best understanding of quantum physics
indicates that they thermally radiate like black bodies, undergoing phase transitions
into other forms and eventually evaporating away.

But away to what? We have no self-consistent description of this process. Our
present understanding suggests that either a radiating black hole eventually either
cools down into an information-rich nugget or erects a firewall around itself.
Neither scenario appears to be compatible with our understanding of physics. The
problem is not so much with particular models of black hole radiation but rather
with a clash of the basic principles of relativity and quantum physics.
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It appears we must either give up the predictive power of quantum mechanics
(unitarity), or the notion that gravity is locally indistinguishable from acceleration
(the equivalence principle), or the view that a physical phenomenon is influenced
directly only by its immediate surroundings (locality). Each of these principles is
supported—directly and indirectly—by a wealth of experimentation. The physics
community at the moment is quite divided on the resolution to this problem, and
may be for some time to come.
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